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Our Vision:

Geelong High School is a positive and creative learning community that embraces its history and prepares
students for life.

We are committed to:

Developing caring and respectful relationships;
Empowering people to realise their potential through effort, responsibility and teamwork;
Building healthy, resilient and productive global citizens.

Our values:

RESPECT
Responsibility, Effort, Service, Positivity, Excellence, Creativity, Teamwork
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WELCOME
The Geelong High School motto, Vitae Nos Parat, means We Are Preparing for Life. Our motto and school
vision and values provide the basis for our comprehensive school curriculum.
At Geelong High School our curriculum programs and teaching are designed to prepare students for life and
is delivered in a manner that supports and promotes the principles and practice of Australian democracy,
including a commitment to elected government; the rule of law; equal rights for all before the law; freedom of
religion; freedom of speech and association, and the values of openness and tolerance. We aim to provide a
learning program that gives all students the opportunity to flourish. In this, we value each individual in our
community and provide a positive, challenging learning environment that is also caring and respectful.
Learning at Geelong High School is designed to develop the full potential of all students, as well as pride, grit
and purpose. We challenge students to be their best, to grow socially and intellectually and to fully prepare
them as productive global citizens in an ever-changing society. Geelong High sees challenge, choice and
motivation as key drivers of all Learning Programs, where students feel good about what they learn and their
achievements, personal growth and successes.
The Geelong High School Learning Program offers a balanced and comprehensive curriculum based on the
Victorian Curriculum delivered through Geelong High School's teaching and learning instructional framework.
It also addresses the Curriculum Goals and Priorities as described in the current School Strategic Plan:
•
•

To ensure that all students are challenged in their learning and are supported by appropriate learning
and teaching programs so that they are able to maximise their learning potential
To improve learning outcomes across all year levels through quality teaching, reliable assessment and
responsive curriculum

We trust that this Handbook provides you with a valuable resource of information that, when combined with
conversations with parents/carers, classroom teachers and school leaders, will enable you to choose a
learning pathway that is right for you.
We wish you all the best as you prepare for life.

Glenn Davey
Principal
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THE CLASSROOM PROGRAM
Geelong High School prides itself on the range of options and electives students can choose on top of their
core learning subjects and celebrates students building breadth in their learning from 7-10 before they start
to specialise in the senior years. From Year 7 students experience a wide range of subjects, with the Arts
Technology rotation broadening their experience and allowing them to push the boundaries of what they
have done before. Students in Year 8 are assured consistent skill development across core subjects and
make their first choices around Arts and Technology. The school offers a highly personalised Learning
Program in Years 9 and 10, maintaining our focus on the learning of essential core skills and knowledge
while offering greater student choice in these years so students can successfully construct their own
pathway into senior secondary schooling and beyond. This will mean different choices for students at
different year levels.
Each of the subject areas offers a variety of units to ensure that students complete a balanced program. The
Year Level course selection requirements also assist in a breadth of study.
Year 8 Choices
Students entering Year 8 make selections in Arts and Technology.
•

Each Arts and Technology subject runs for one term

Year 9 Choices
Students entering Year 9 next year will:
•
•

Select 12 units for 2023 (including core subjects)
Study two core units of both Mathematics and English, as well as one unit of HAPE Core, plus at least
one unit of each of Science, Humanities, PE, Arts and Technology from the choices available

Their remaining choices can be selected from a range of subject areas, including the GPEP program and
Languages. Students considering accelerating their VCE as a Year 10 student (in 2023), may consider
selecting a Year 10 elective in that area as preparation.
2023 Geelong Positive Engagement Program (GPEP)
The Year 9 ‘Geelong Positive Engagement Program’ is a modern and community focused program that
embodies the school’s vision and values and aims to develop skills that are essential for 21st-century
learners. This program challenges students’ ideas, promotes critical thinking and aims to create and broaden
students’ connection to their school and the wider community. There is an application process including an
interview for students who wish to be considered for GPEP and there are limited spaces available.
The underlying theme of the program is one of positivity through the development of key relationships with
the community and the explicit teaching of ‘Positive Education’.
The Community Service Program focuses on making a positive difference in the world around us through
volunteer work, group projects and fundraising.
Year 10 Choices
Students entering Year 10 will:
•
•
•

Study six units each semester, which equates to 12 units across the academic year
Study at least one English and one Mathematics unit in each semester (four of their 12 units)
Meet the Science requirements in one of three ways:
o If students are considering a Science pathway in their future, they should select two of Biology,
Physics, Chemistry or Psychology instead of completing the core Year 10 Science unit. The
selection of these subjects serves as a recommendation, rather than pre-requisites to VCE study
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•

•

o If students are selecting accelerated VCE Science units as part of their 2023 Learning Program,
these units replace the required core Year 10 Science requirement
o If students do not plan to study a VCE Science in their future, they are only required to complete
the compulsory Year 10 Science Core.
Select their remaining units from a range of subject areas and can include an Accelerated VCE Unit
One and Two sequence if they are successfully nominated to accelerate their studies. Advanced
enrolment in VCE subjects will be dependent on nomination by a teacher, the availability of the
particular VCE subject, as well as the student’s current academic progress and attendance record
Carefully consider their pathways into later years of schooling (particularly VCE). Students are strongly
encouraged to use the handbook to develop and map out their senior pathways.

Geelong High School Year 10 students can accelerate into VCE by studying a VCE Unit 1 & 2 sequence.
The advantages for students who participate include:
•
•

Enabling students to develop an understanding and appreciation of the demands and work ethic
required for a VCE study
Has the potential to increase a student’s ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admittance Rank)

Only students who are nominated by their teacher can consider completing VCE subjects. It will also be
dependent on careful consideration of academic progress, the availability of the particular VCE subject, as
well as the student’s attendance record. Students should preferably have successfully completed a Year 10
unit in the subject area equivalent to the VCE unit they are wishing to study. The application process
involves an interview and will be completed prior to your course counselling appointment. Most VCE subjects
are available for students to choose from as an accelerated VCE subject except English. Students are
encouraged to have conversations with Ms Cameron (Careers Advisor) or Mr McConchie (Assistant
Principal) if they have questions about which VCE Study may best suit them.
Students will be required to complete a normal VCE program during Years 11 and 12. Attempting a VCE
study in Year 10 will not reduce the number of units students are required to attempt in Years 11 and 12, as
it is intended to give students access to an additional study in order to maximise their ATAR. Generally,
students will only be permitted to attempt one VCE study but may nominate two subjects they would be
interested in studying in the event that their first choice is not able to be accommodated. Students will not
work a reduced program in Year 10 as a result of electing to accelerate in VCE. Students should be aware
that there are additional conditions when studying an Accelerated VCE.
Process
• Students who might consider an advanced VCE Unit 1 & 2 sequence will be identified by their
teachers and contacted to let them know they can consider it.
• They may then choose to enter this option onto their Course Selections sheet. When a Course
Counselling time has been booked through Compass, students must then sign up for a confirmation
meeting, 30 minutes prior to the Course Counselling time. Sign-up sheets for these confirmation
meetings will be with Mr Gemmill (VCE Coordinator) and Ms Cameron (Careers Advisor).
• Students will be interviewed by a member of the Geelong High Leadership Team and this interview
alongside their academic and attendance history will be taken into consideration
• Successful applicants are required to take their Letter of Offer to their Course Counselling
appointment
• Enrolment in the VCE Unit will depend on the availability of the course
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2023 COURSE CONFIRMATION
Students will receive confirmation of their 2023 course in Term 4, 2022. Students whose course could not be
completed from their selection of preferred units will be contacted for further counselling to finalise their
studies. It is intended that all courses will be finalised by the end of November.
So what do I do now?
1. Firstly, it will be important to familiarise yourself with requirements for course selection for the relevant
2023 Year level.
2. Work in consultation with your Home Group teacher, parents/carers and the various resources provided
by Home Group teachers and the Pathways team to complete the ‘Student Preferences Sheet – see
Appendix Page 115’ by Week 2, Term 3.
•
•

Entering your preferred subject selections in each of the spaces provided, ensuring that you fulfil the
requirements outlined for your Year Level in this handbook
Attend the Course Counselling appointment with a parent/carer where your selections will be reviewed
before being approved.

In selecting your subjects consider the need to maintain a balanced program, whilst keeping in mind your
intended pathway into senior secondary schooling and beyond.

CHOOSE YOUR LEARNING PROGRAM
The GHS Learning Program is based on student choice, although practical constraints of resources
(specialist teachers and rooms) will be a consideration in constructing the final program. Students will have
two opportunities in the process to have input into the development of their program. It is not possible to
guarantee that each student will be allocated all of their preferred units.
Getting to know the Handbook
Home Group Teachers will work with students to ensure they understand the layout of the handbook and
how it is to be used to make informed choices. Course selection will be done firstly on your printed forms
distributed in Home Group, then with your family or carers at home and finally in Course Counselling where it
will be entered into the online system.
Initial Choices
Students will create an initial list of the units they wish to study on the student preference sheet. Ensure
that a balanced program, which meets year level requirements, is chosen by selecting from a range of
subject areas. The Learning Program will be constructed based on student choice, staffing and resource
constraints.
If an insufficient number of students select a particular unit, it cannot be included in the program.
Choosing a Learning Program
Course counselling days will be as follows:
The 2022 Year 8 Students

Selecting their 2023 Year 9 Course

Wednesday, 27th July

The 2022 Year 9 Students

Selecting their 2023 Year 10 Course

Thursday, 28th July

The 2022 Year 10 Students

Selecting their 2023 Year 11 Course

Tuesday, 26th July

The 2022 Year 11 Students

Selecting their 2023 Year 12 Course

Monday, 25th July
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Year 8 to 10 students, along with their parents, will need to book an appointment time with a member of the
counselling team, via Compass accessed via our website www.geelonghigh.vic.edu.au. Year 11 students
attend the appointment on their own. During this appointment, a check will be made to ensure that all of the
requirements for course selection are being met and that selections provide pathways to meet the prerequisites of future studies.
Pathways Advice
The School has a team of staff members who are available to advise and support students, prior to Course
Counselling. There are many options available to students in Senior Years. Mr McConchie (Assistant
Principal), Mr Chris Gemmill (VCE Coordinator), Ms Trudy Cameron (Careers Advisor), Ms Tara Lynch
(School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships), Ms Cat Yee (Senior School Assistant) and Mr Luke
Collins (VCE Vocational Major Coordinator) are happy to guide you.
Senior Pathways Evening – Monday 18th July 2022
SBAT Expo – Tuesday 19th July 2022 at lunchtime in the Hall
Altering Subject Selections and Course Pathways
Students can not withdraw from a subject at any year level including VCE. Longitudinal data shows that
students who withdraw from subjects have significantly lower outcomes than those who persist in all their
classes even during challenging times. There is also a significant cost to the school and the rest of the
students if the timetable is developed with confirmed course selections and then students withdraw. Only
students with a medical recommendation can withdraw from a subject in discussion with Ms Cameron.
Booklists and Curriculum Contribution Charges
Subjects regularly provide essential resource collections to students in order to support their learning. To
assist with keeping these resources up to date and available to students, there is a Curriculum Student
Learning Bundle charge associated with each unit. Materials charges, subscriptions charges, stationery
requirements, planned activities and other approximate costs for each unit are outlined in the handbook and
are correct at the time of publication.
Activity Costs
Many units are enhanced through student participation in special activities including excursions, camps,
guest speakers and special performances. Indicative costs of these planned activities are listed on the
Resource/Materials Charge for each year level.
The detailed information regarding activities including parental approval and final costs will be distributed by
the classroom teacher as appropriate throughout such units. The Camps Sports and Excursions Fund
(CSEF) payment may assist with the costs related to activities identified.
Unit Codes
Each unit has an identification code, for example, 09ARME in which:
•
•
•

The first two digits represent the Year Level of the subject
The first two letters represent the Learning Area
The last two letters specify the subject, in this case Media (ME). Where the last letter is a C, it
represents a Core Class for that learning area (It will be only five letters/numbers, rather than six).

AR

The Arts

EN

English

HU

Humanities

HP

HAPE (Health &
Physical Education)

MA

Mathematics

SC

Science

DT

Design &
Technology

GP

GPEP (Geelong Positive Engagement Project)
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LA

Languages

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Unit

A semester-based subject allocated five periods per week

Semester

Two school terms:
•

Semester One = Terms One and Two

•

Semester Two = Terms Three and Four

VC

Victorian Curriculum

VCE

Victorian Certificate of Education

VCEVM

Victorian Certificate of Education Vocational Major

LANGUAGES

Japanese 7-12

HAPE

Health, Physical Education and Sport

DET

Department of Education and Training

For further information regarding units see your class teacher or the appropriate Leadership Team
member.

TEACHERS WITH RELEVANT LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES
Curriculum Leaders

Mr Anna Rossetto

Years 7 - 9

Ms Trudy Cameron

Years 10-12

Ms Kelly Montano

Literacy Coordinator

Ms Lauren Chapman

Numeracy Coordinator

English

Ms Vanessa Ship (7-12)

Mathematics

Ms Lauren Chapman (10-12)

Arts

Mr Matthew Crowe

HAPE

Ms Sonia Kinsey

Languages

Ms Julie Pateras

Science

Ms Sarah Normington

Humanities

Mr Nick Ayerbe

Technology

Ms Katherine Talbot

Senior Years Team

VCE Coordinator

Mr Chris Gemmill

Senior Years Leader
and Careers Advisor

Ms Trudy Cameron

VCE VM Coordinator

Mr Luke Collins

Assistant Principal

Student Management

Mr Steven Brown

Assistant Principal

School Operations

Ms Julianna Garcia

Assistant Principal

Curriculum

Mr Andrew McConchie
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SUBJECT PATHWAYS YEAR 8 – VCE
The Arts Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

8 Dance

9 Dance

10 Dance

VET Dance

8 Drama

9 Drama

10 Drama

VCE Theatre Studies

8 Music

9 Music
Practical
Performance

10
Music Performance

VCE Musical
Performance
&
VCE Musical Inquiry

8 Art Making
& Exhibiting

9 Art Making
& Exhibiting

10 Art Making
& Exhibiting

VCE Art Making
& Exhibiting



9 3D Arts

10 3D Arts

VCE Art Making
& Exhibiting

9 Design

10 Design

VCE Visual
Communication &
Design

9 Media

10 Media

VCE Media

8 Design
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The English Pathways
Students must complete two units of English each year

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 10
EXTENSION

YEAR 11 & 12

8 English Core

9 English Core

10 English Core



VCE English

10 English
Advanced

VCE Literature
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The Health & Physical Education Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

8 HAPE Core

9 HAPE Core







9 Major Sports

10 Advanced PE



9 Advanced Major
Sports



9 Boot Camp

10 Peak Performance





The Healthy Advantage

VCE Health & Human
Development



9 Wet Recreational
Sports

10 Recreational Sports

VCE Outdoor &
Environmental Studies



9 Footy Codes





VCE
Physical
Education
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The Humanities Subject Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

9 History & Geography

10 History

VCE History

10 Legal Studies

VCE Legal Studies

10 Economics

VCE Business
Management

8 Humanities Core

9 Economics & Civics
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The Languages Subject Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

8 Japanese

9 Japanese

10 Japanese

VCE Japanese
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The Mathematics Subject Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

⚫

YEAR 11

YEAR 12

VCE Maths
Methods

VCE Maths
Methods

VCE General
Maths

VCE General
Maths

VCE Foundation
Maths

VCE Foundation
Maths

10
Advanced Maths

8 Maths
Core

⚫

YEAR 10

⚫

9 Maths Core

or

10 Maths Core

or

⚫

⚫

10 Foundation
Maths
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Science Subject Pathways

YEAR 8

8 Science Core

⚫

YEAR 9

9 Science Core

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

10 Science Core

VCE Biology
VCE Chemistry
VCE Physics
VCE Psychology

10 Biology

VCE Biology

10 Physics

VCE Physics

10 Chemistry

VCE Chemistry

10 Psychology

VCE Psychology

⚫

Sports Science
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⚫

Technology (Design) Subject Pathways

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 & 12

10 Foods Around the
World
8 Foods

9 Food Lovers

VCE Food Studies

10 Baker’s Delight

9 Metal & Jewellery

10 Metal & Jewellery

8 Design
Materials

8 STEM (Science
Technology Engineering
and Mathematics)

⚫

VCE Product & Design
Technology

9 Wood

10 Wood

9 STEM (Science
Technology
Engineering and
Mathematics)

10 STEM (Science
Technology
Engineering and
Mathematics)

VCE Systems Engineering
(not offered in 2023)

9 Music Technology

10 Music Technology

VET Music/VCE Music

Technology (Digital) Subject Pathways

⚫

9 Computing

10 Computing
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VCE Computing
(Software Development)

YEAR 7
GHS CURRICULUM CONTRIBUTIONS
Curriculum Contribution Items: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome.
Curriculum Online Subscription Package: $120.00
This package includes online subscriptions that are required by students for their learning
in each core curriculum area:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Perfect (Languages)
Mathspace
Essential Assessments
Reading Plus
STILE (Science)
World Book Encyclopaedia, Click View, & The Age Newspaper

Curriculum Learning Items: $150.00
This covers provision of ALL ESSENTIAL resources and materials necessary to help
students meet their learning outcomes, including access to class sets of textbooks if
needed by students.

Art / Technology Rotation: $100.00
This charge comprises of ALL ESSENTIAL resources AND materials necessary to help
students meet their learning outcomes in the Arts (Art, Dance, Drama, Music, and Visual
Communication & Design) and for Technology (Food, Metal, Wood and STEM (Systems
Engineering Technology & Maths). Art and Technology will rotate each term.
Home Group / Positive Education Program: $40.00
Curriculum learning items for the Home Group/Positive Education Program. An additional
amount may be charged if students are required to attend an incursion/excursion.
Swimming Program: $60.00
Geelong High School runs a compulsory Year 7 swimming program every year for all
students that focuses on the individual swimming skills of all students. Regardless of the
student's level of ability, it is catered for. Swimming is such a large part of the GHS
curriculum with the ability to participate in other water activities such as surfing, stand up
paddling boarding, and snorkelling in year 8, 9,10,11 and 12. Competency is a must if you
wish to participate in these programs in the future.
Sports Events: $40.00
Includes events held at Landy Field, Kardinia Swimming Pool, and other local interschool
activities. House Athletics/Swimming Sports is a COMPULSORY school attendance day,
as a Positive Education activity designed for building of team collaboration, character
strengths, and leadership. Students not participating in House Athletics/Swimming Sports
are required to attend on the day as a spectator to support their House Team.
Student ID Card: $10.00
The Student ID Card enables students to access the COMPASS Kiosk for late
arrival/early departure passes, top-up printing credit and to check their timetable and
includes a $10.00 printing credit. (Replacement cost is $10.00 for the ID Card only)
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$ 520.00

Extra-Curricular Items and Activities: Includes activities/excursions, items students own; and User pay items
Combination Lock – New Lock Year 7
School Yearbook

Instrumental Music Program:
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS CHOOSING TO
PARTICIPATE IN BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Music Lessons
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS CHOOSING TO
PARTICIPATE IN BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Instrument Hire Brass & Woodwind
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG HIGH
SCHOOL)

Instrument Hire – Violin
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG HIGH
SCHOOL)

$ 20.00
The Geelong High School Annual Student Yearbook
(Flotsam) is a written and photographic Record of the
school year, produced for the students. The 2022
Student Yearbook will be distributed early 2023.
Only students choosing to participate in Band, Choir or
Instrumental Music will be required to pay this Charge.
For further information, please refer to the Music
Handbook or the Director of Music Mr Andrew
Kypriotis.
Students will be required to pay the Music Lessons
Charge prior to commencing any lessons. A minimum
payment of one term in advance is required.

$ 25.00

$ 50.00

$ 512.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 220.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 120.00

Other Contributions: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome.
HAPE Equipment Replacement
Contribution

Supports the ongoing replacement of necessary
sporting equipment provided to all students. Your
contribution is welcome.

$ 10.00

Building Fund

Supports Building Improvements (Tax Deductible
Contribution). We have suggested an amount
$50.00 or units of $10.00 however, any contribution
is welcome.

$ 50.00

Parents' and Friends Association meets monthly
prior to the School Council meeting at the school
and is open to all parents, carers and friends of
Geelong High School. Everyone is encouraged to
join this group which is actively involved in various
school activities ranging from discussions about
policy and directions, through to fundraising. We
have suggested an amount of $20.00 or units of
$5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 20.00

This fund is to assist Geelong High School families
in crisis situations with food and essential items. We
have suggested an amount of $35.00 or units of
$5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 35.00

Parents and Friends

Community Support Fund

All contributions are correct at the time of printing.
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YEAR 7 SUBJECTS
YEAR 7 ART
ART MAKING AND EXHIBITION
This course is designed to extend students understanding of 2D art. This course will let them explore
creative avenues and teach them about different materials used when creating art, different techniques used
to create art in line with the historical aspects of arts practice. They will create a glossary of terms specific to
this course, seek and save inspirational imagery and learn how to plan and execute their ideas.
DANCE
Year 7 dance falls under the Art/Tech rotation. Students will participate in 5 weeks of Dance studies.
Students will learn about safe dance practice and research and explore a variety of dance styles including
Ballet, Hip Hop, Jazz and Contemporary. The students will begin to learn choreography through
experimenting with their own group works that they perform for their peers.
DRAMA
The goal of this introductory, five-week study of Drama is to understand how story and character can be
created and communicated through mime, particularly through status. All Year 7 students learn about
breathing, posture, improvising, and playing in a safe, accepting and non-judgemental environment.
Students are expected to participate in all preparatory physical, thinking, discussion and writing activities as
they devise, rehearse, give and receive feedback on, and present their mime performance.
MUSIC
In Year 7 Music students make and respond to music independently and in groups. They explore music
through listening, composing and performing. Students build their aural skills through the experience of
listening to music from a range of cultures, and performing specified works.
Students explore meaning in music and focus on the elements of music including rhythm, pitch,
dynamics/expression, form/structure, timbre and texture. Students evaluate the expressive techniques used
in music and experience these further through composition and performance
VCD – VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN
This five-week unit is designed to introduce students to explore visual communication design. They will focus
on the design elements and principles and create their own work by following the design process. A record of
their work will be kept in a visual diary or in electronic files. Students will be introduced to terminology
specifically associated with design.

YEAR 7 ENGLISH
Through the reading, viewing and creation of a variety of texts, students will explore themes and issues
such as culture, societal values, conflict and relationships. English is focused on the three interrelated
strands of Reading and Viewing, Writing and Speaking and Listening. The aim is to extend students’
knowledge, understanding and skills in language, literature and literacy, established in primary school.
Common Assessment Tasks include:

•
•
•
•

Analytical Interpretation
Analysing Argument (advertising)
Presenting Argument
Crafting and Creating Texts

Students in Year 7 also spend one lesson a week working on foundational Literacy skills such as written
complexity, grammar and vocabulary.
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YEAR 7 HAPE – HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This compulsory Year 7 course is allocated 5 periods each week and is studied for the school year. The
course is divided into a single period of Health and two double periods of Physical Education and Sport each
week.
The Health course focuses on topics derived from the Victorian Curriculum such as personal identity, positive
relationships and puberty.
Students will also involve themselves in two double periods of practical activity each week. The major focus
in Year 7 Physical Education is on the development of skills that are required to participate in a range of
physical pursuits. Emphasis is also on participation and encouraging students to complete activities to the
best of their ability. Students will participate in sports such as athletics, football, netball, soccer and
volleyball, to name a few. They will also participate in a block of swimming usually in term 1, and work on
improving their own personal fitness.

YEAR 7 LANGUAGE
JAPANESE
In Year 7 Japanese, students discover the wonders of the Japanese culture via a range of engaging
activities including song, games, origami and anime movies. The Hiragana writing system is introduced
whilst learning to speak about themselves and their families.
Students will participate in role plays, speeches and poster/booklet assignments for assessment. Students
will also be expected to regularly revise for a minimum of fifteen minutes at home by completing homework
tasks from the textbook and on the Education Perfect online program.

YEAR 7 MATHEMATICS
At the Year 7 level, the curriculum is designed to give students a solid foundation in a range of topics to
prepare them for life, as well as the rest of their schooling. They are encouraged to find solutions to real life
mathematical problems and to develop their knowledge in the following areas of study:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement
Geometry
Number skills – positive integers, fractions, decimals and percentages
Statistics and Probability
Algebra
Coordinates and Cartesian Planes

A variety of learning activities are applied to classes making use of resources both in class and around the
school. Students will also make use of technology to access resources such as MathSpace and Essential
Assessment to enhance their learning. Students are assessed using a variety of measures, including tests,
assignments, problem-solving activities and homework tasks.

YEAR 7 SCIENCE
In Year 7 Science, students are introduced to the principles of science inquiry. They learn that Science is
about finding the answers to questions by testing them scientifically and the concept of a fair test. They
begin with an introduction to the laboratory and learn about safety and scientific equipment. They complete
studies of mixtures and separating techniques in Chemistry, the classification of life in Biology and how
organisms interact with each other and their environment. They explore how the Sun and the Moon affect
our planet Earth and are introduced to Physics by examining simple Machines and Forces.
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YEAR 7 TECHNOLOGY
FOODS
In Year 7 Foods, students develop their cooking skills to produce a range of basic recipes.
During the production process students learn to effectively and safely use a broad range of materials,
ingredients, tools, equipment and techniques to produce food products. Students began to consider criteria
for success for evaluating their products.
MATERIALS
This unit is designed for students who have had no experience with Product Design - Wood Technology.
Students will begin to develop an understanding of the design process by constructing a simple model using
timber products. They will be introduced to and develop “working drawings”, taking into account all safety
aspects and develop a work-plan to construct their product. Students will learn to use of hand tools and
simple wood construction techniques. They will produce a practical project such as a Trinket box.
STEM – SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING AND MATHS
In this five-week rotation, students will learn some basic computer skills using Google Docs to create
spreadsheets and slideshows as well as some file management skills. They will learn about the
‘Engineering Process’ and how to design and refine a product. Students will learn some basic coding
skills, using block-based coding to create simple programs as well as code robots and drones to perform
a range of tasks. As part of this course, students will travel out to the Geelong Tech School to undertake
a ‘Tech Taster’.
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YEAR 8
GHS CURRICULUM CONTRIBUTION ITEM
Curriculum Contributions: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome
Curriculum Online Subscription Package: $120.00
This package includes online subscriptions that are required by students for their learning
in each core curriculum area:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Perfect (Languages)
Mathspace
Essential Assessments
Reading Plus
STILE (Science)
World Book Encyclopaedia, Click View, & The Age Newspaper

Curriculum Learning Items: $150.00
This covers provision of ALL ESSENTIAL resources and materials necessary to help
students meet their learning outcomes, including access to class sets of textbooks if
needed by students.
Art / Technology Rotation: $100.00
This charge comprises of ALL ESSENTIAL resources AND materials necessary to help
students meet their learning outcomes in the Arts (Art, Dance, Drama, Music, and Visual
Communication & Design) and for Technology (Food, Metal, Wood and STEM (Systems
Engineering Technology & Maths). Art and Technology will rotate each term.
Home Group / Positive Education Program: $40.00
Curriculum learning items for the Home Group/Positive Education Program. An additional
amount may be charged if students are required to attend an incursion/excursion.
Swimming Program: $60.00
Geelong High School runs a compulsory Year 8 swimming program every year for all
students that focuses on the individual swimming skills of all students. Regardless of the
student's level of ability, it is catered for. Swimming is such a large part of the GHS
curriculum with the ability to participate in other water activities such as surfing, stand up
paddling boarding, and snorkelling in year 8, 9,10,11 and 12. Competency is a must if you
wish to participate in these programs in the future.
Sports Events: $40.00
Includes events held at Landy Field, Kardinia Swimming Pool, and other local interschool
activities. House Athletics/Swimming Sports is a COMPULSORY school attendance day,
as a Positive Education activity designed for building of team collaboration, character
strengths, and leadership. Students not participating in House Athletics/Swimming Sports
are required to attend on the day as a spectator to support their House Team.
Student ID Card: $10.00
The Student ID Card enables students to access the COMPASS Kiosk for late
arrival/early departure passes, top-up printing credit and to check their timetable and
includes a $10.00 printing credit. (Replacement cost is $10.00 for the ID Card only)
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$ 520.00

Extra-Curricular Items and Activities: Includes activities/excursions, items students own; and User pay items
Combination Lock – Retained from Year 7. Only select is a new lock is required.

$ 20.00

School Yearbook

The Geelong High School Annual Student Yearbook
(Flotsam) is a written and photographic Record of the
school year, produced for the students. The 2022 Student
Yearbook will be distributed early 2023.

$ 25.00

Instrumental Music Program:

Only students choosing to participate in Band, Choir or
Instrumental Music will be required to pay this Charge.
For further information, please refer to the Music
Handbook or the Director of Music Mr Andrew Kypriotis.

$ 50.00

Students will be required to pay the Music Lessons
Charge prior to commencing any lessons. A minimum
payment of one term in advance is required.

$ 512.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 220.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 120.00

(ONLY FOR STUDENTS
CHOOSING TO PARTICIPATE IN
BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Music Lessons
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS
CHOOSING TO PARTICIPATE IN
BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Instrument Hire Brass &
Woodwind
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)

Instrument Hire – Violin
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)

Other Contributions: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome.
HAPE Equipment Replacement
Contribution

Supports the ongoing replacement of necessary sporting
equipment provided to all students. Your contribution is
welcome.

$ 10.00

Building Fund

Supports Building Improvements (Tax Deductible
Contribution). We have suggested an amount $50.00 or
units of $10.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 50.00

Parents and Friends

Parents' and Friends Association meets monthly prior to
the School Council meeting at the school and is open to
all parents, carers and friends of Geelong High School.
Everyone is encouraged to join this group which is
actively involved in various school activities ranging from
discussions about policy and directions, through to
fundraising. We have suggested an amount of $20.00 or
units of $5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 20.00

Community Support Fund

This fund is to assist Geelong High School families in
crisis situations with food and essential items. We have
suggested an amount of $35.00 or units of $5.00
however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 35.00

All contributions are correct at the time of printing.
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YEAR 8 – SUBJECTS
YEAR 8 ARTS
ART MAKING AND EXHIBITION
Students will make and respond to artworks independently and with their classmates. They will use and
apply appropriate visual language and visual conventions, building upon their knowledge from Year 7. They
will complete art works with a view to exhibiting their work to the public in an appropriate manner. They will
design, create and evaluate visual solutions to selected exhibition themes. They will develop an appropriate
vocabulary for use when discussing art works. They will continue to develop a knowledge of the various
principles and elements of art and design.
DANCE
The Year 8 elective Dance, falls under the Art/Tech rotation. Students will participate in 10 weeks of Dance
studies. Building upon their knowledge from Year 7 Dance, students will further develop their skills in
technique and choreography. As they respond to dance, students explore meaning and interpretation, forms
and elements, and social, cultural and historical contexts of dance. They evaluate choreographers’ intentions
and expressive skills in dances they view and perform. They explore choreography at a deeper level, as they
create and perform dance works with specific style, form and intention.
DRAMA
This term-long study revises and builds upon the practices learned in Year 7 Drama while playing in a safe,
accepting and non-judgemental environment. Story and character are developed through workshop stimulus,
sharing stories and ideas, improvising, and script-writing. Students learn to use impulse to embody ideas and
feelings and to explore both naturalistic and non-naturalistic theatre. They expand their use of the dramatic
elements, in particular time, space, movement, symbol and mood. Students are introduced to voice
production and incorporate text in poetic and narrative ways. Students are expected to participate in all
development work as they prepare to perform solo and as part of an ensemble.
MUSIC
In Year 8 Music, students explore approaches to composition and performance. Students make use of Music
Technology to experiment with and create music for film. Students also rehearse and perform popular music
of their choice in a group setting. Throughout the term, students gain experience in using compositional
software, as well as performing on a number of instruments. Year 8 Music is suitable for students with any
level of experience and opportunities are offered for beginners as well as those who are already experienced
in one or more instruments.
VCD VISUAL COMMUNICATION & DESIGN
Year 8 Design builds on the skills and knowledge taught in Year 7 Design. Students will be introduced to
technical drawing, rendering, design elements and principles and the design process. The unit is a practical
subject that identifies problem-solving using graphic techniques, with students developing imaginative
solutions to set tasks. Students experiment with different materials, techniques, media and equipment. All
work is presented in the form of a folio.
This unit uses graphic techniques for the training of visual literacy in students. Students will be introduced to
technical drawing, rendering, design elements and principles and the design process. Student development
is fostered by projects that experiment with different materials, techniques, media and equipment. The unit is
a practical subject that identifies problem-solving using graphic techniques, with students developing
imaginative solutions to set tasks. All work is presented in the form of a folio.
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YEAR 8 ENGLISH
This unit extends students’ language, literature and literacy knowledge, understanding and skills from
Year 7. Text and issues allow students to learn across the three interrelated strands of Reading and
Viewing, Writing and Speaking and Listening. Through the reading, viewing and creation of a variety of
texts, students will explore themes and issues such as culture, societal values, conflict and relationships.
Common Assessment Tasks include:

•
•
•
•

Analytical Interpretation
Analysing Argument
Presenting Argument (speeches)
Crafting and Creating Texts

Students in Year 7 also spend one lesson a week working on foundational Literacy skills such as written
complexity, grammar and vocabulary.

YEAR 8 HAPE – HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This compulsory Year 8 course is allocated 5 periods each week and is studied for the school year. The
course is divided into a single period of Health and two double periods of Physical Education and Sport each
week.
The Health course focuses on topics derived from the Victorian Curriculum such as the benefits of physical
activity, harm minimisation and the changes occurring during adolescence.
Students will also involve themselves in two double periods of practical activity each week. The major focus
in Year 8 Physical Education is on the development and improvement of skills learned the previous year.
Emphasis continues to be based on participation and encouraging students to complete activities to the best
of their ability. Students will participate in sports such as athletics, football, netball, basketball and table
tennis, to name a few. They will also participate in a block of swimming usually in Term 3, and work on
improving their own personal fitness.

YEAR 8 LANGUAGE
JAPANESE
In Year 8 Japanese, students expand upon their knowledge of Japanese culture learning about food,
traditional sports such as sumo wrestling, ‘matsuri’ or annual festivals and the shinkansen bullet trains of
Japan. Students will work towards becoming proficient at the Hiragana writing system as well as be
introduced to the Katakana and Kanji symbols.

YEAR 8 MATHEMATICS
At the Year 8 level, students build on the fundamental Mathematical skills developed in their previous years
of schooling. All students have the opportunity to improve their abilities in the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement
Geometry
Real Numbers – fractions, decimals, percentages and ratios
Statistics and Probability
Linear Relationships
Patterns and Algebra
Integers and Index Laws
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Students will make use of the resources available to them at school and within the region. They will also use
technology to assist their learning, using programs such as MathSpace and Essential Assessment to further
develop their skills. Students will also develop their calculator skills to assist their improvement in Maths.
Assessments are performed using a range of measures, such as tests, problem solving activities and
Essential Assessment pre and post assessment tasks.

YEAR 8 SCIENCE
In Year 8 Science, students continue the development of their skills in science inquiry. In Biology, they study
cells and learn how to use a light microscope. They explore Body Systems, including the structure and
function of the skeletal, muscular and cardiovascular systems. In Chemistry, students examine elements,
compounds and mixtures and how changes can be classified as physical or chemical. They plan and
conduct chemical experiments and investigate reaction rates. Students explore different forms of energy and
energy transformations. They examine different rock types and how they are formed as part of the Rock
Cycle.

YEAR 8 TECHNOLOGY
FOODS
In Foods, students develop their cooking skills through producing a range of modern cafe-style recipes that
can be made in the home. During the production process students learn to effectively and safely use a broad
range of materials, ingredients, tools, equipment and techniques to produce food products. Students use
criteria for success to evaluate their products.
WOOD
This unit is designed for students who have had some limited experience with materials - wood technology.
Students will develop an understanding of the design process by constructing simple models using timber
products. They will develop “working drawings”, taking into account all safety aspects and develop workplans to construct their models. Students will learn to master the use of hand tools and simple wood
construction techniques. They will produce a number of practical projects such as a pencil case and carry
tray.
STEM – SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING AND MATHS
In this term long subject, students will extend their knowledge to create more complex spreadsheets and
slideshows using Google Docs. They will learn more about block based coding and extend this to a text
based programming language. They will continue to learn about and apply the principles of the ‘Engineering
Process’ and work in teams to complete a project involving the building of a maze, then coding Sphero’s to
travel through these mazes. They will also apply their coding skills to get Drones to complete a variety of
tasks. As part of this course, students will also travel out to the Geelong Tech School to undertake a program
involving VR.
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YEAR 9
GHS CURRICULUM CONTRIBUTION ITEM

Curriculum Contributions: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome
Curriculum Online Subscription Package: $80.00

$320.00

This package includes online subscriptions that are required by students for their
learning in each core curriculum area:
•
•
•
•
•

Education Perfect (Languages)
Mathspace
Essential Assessments
Reading Plus
STILE (Science)
World Book Encyclopaedia, Click View, & The Age Newspaper
Curriculum Learning Items: $150.00
This covers provision of ALL ESSENTIAL resources and materials necessary to help
students meet their learning outcomes, including access to class sets of textbooks if
needed by students.
Home Group / Positive Education Program: $40.00
Curriculum learning items for the Home Group/Positive Education Program. An
additional amount may be charged if students are required to attend an
incursion/excursion.
Sports Events: $40.00
Includes events held at Landy Field, Kardinia Swimming Pool, and other local
interschool activities. House Athletics/Swimming Sports is a COMPULSORY school
attendance day, as a Positive Education activity designed for building of team
collaboration, character strengths, and leadership. Students not participating in
House Athletics/Swimming Sports are required to attend on the day as a spectator to
support their House Team.
ID Card: $10.00
The Student ID Card enables students to access the COMPASS Kiosk for late
arrival/early departure passes, top-up printing credit and to check their timetable and
includes a $10.00 printing credit. (Replacement cost is $10.00 for the ID Card only)
3D Art

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 60.00

Art Making and Exhibition

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 60.00

Dance

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 20.00

Drama

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 25.00

Music Practical Performance

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00

Design

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 60.00

Japanese Online Subscription

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00

Music Technology

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00
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STEM

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00

Food Lovers

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 120.00

Metal & Jewellery

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00

Wood

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 70.00

Extra-Curricular Items and Activities: Includes activities/excursions, items students own; and User pay items
Maths - Biolab

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 10.00

Career Pathways

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 10.00

GPEP Community

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 250.00

Boot Camp

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 50.00

Footy Codes

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 50.00

Major Sports

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 40.00

Advanced Major Sports

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 50.00

Sports Science

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 20.00

Wet Recreational

Excursions/Activities Change

$ 150.00

Combination Lock - Only purchase if you require a new combination lock in 2022.

$ 20.00

School Yearbook

$ 25.00

Music Charge
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS
CHOOSING TO PARTICIPATE IN
BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL)

Music Lessons
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS
CHOOSING TO PARTICIPATE IN
BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Instrument Hire: Brass &
Woodwind

The Geelong High School Annual Student
Yearbook (Flotsam) is a written and photographic
Record of the school year, produced for the
students. The 2022 Student Yearbook will be
distributed early 2023.
Only students choosing to participate in Band,
Choir or Instrumental Music will be required to pay
this Charge. For further information, please refer
to the Music Handbook or the Director of Music Mr
Andrew Kypriotis.

$ 50.00

Students will be required to pay the Music Lessons
Charge prior to commencing any lessons. A
minimum payment of one term in advance is
required.

$ 512.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument
Hire Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 220.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument
Hire Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 120.00

(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)

Instrument Hire: Violin
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)
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Other Contributions: (These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome)
HAPE Equipment
Replacement
Contribution

Supports the ongoing replacement of necessary sporting
equipment provided to all students. Your contribution is
welcome.

$ 10.00

Building Fund

Supports Building Improvements (Tax Deductible
Contribution). We have suggested an amount $50.00 or
units of $10.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 50.00

Parents and
Friends

Parents' and Friends Association meets monthly prior to
the School Council meeting at the school and is open to all
parents, carers and friends of Geelong High School.
Everyone is encouraged to join this group which is actively
involved in various school activities ranging from
discussions about policy and directions, through to
fundraising. We have suggested an amount of $20.00 or
units of $5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 20.00

Community
Support Fund

This fund is to assist Geelong High School families in crisis
situations with food and essential items.
We have
suggested an amount of $35.00 or units of $5.00 however,
any contribution is welcome.

$ 35.00

All contributions are correct at the time of printing.
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YEAR 9 SUBJECTS
YEAR 9 ARTS ELECTIVES
09ARME

9 Media

Are you interested in photography and making videos? Then this is the class for you. In this unit, students
learn how to take better photos with their digital camera and phone camera. Students will learn how to use
different composition techniques to communicate a story or message. They learn how to enhance their
photos using Photoshop and editing techniques. In the second part of the course, students study genre
conventions in films and look at how creators use techniques to make their movies more interesting to the
audience. Students learn how to develop, plan and produce a short video using the production process.
Throughout the course, students will produce photographs, a photographic series, video exercises, short
films and responses to media artworks.
09ARDA

9 Dance

In Year 9 Dance, students focus on four key areas. These include a class ensemble routine in a chosen
genre (Contemporary, Jazz or Hip Hop), a style-based research task, a fitness and conditioning assessment
and a small-group choreography task. Students take part in a variety of workshops including core dance
technique, alignment and conditioning to improve their overall dance proficiency. Year 9 Dance students also
perform their small-group choreography and ensemble piece to demonstrate performance quality. Finally,
students are introduced to choreographic devices and movement elements to expand their choreographic
capabilities. This course is suited to both beginners and more experienced dancers with an emphasis on
participation, self-improvement and fun.
09ARDR

9 Drama

In this unit students develop a range of theatre making skills by learning a number of elements around story
making, character development, and script writing from stimulus. Exploring the expressive skills of Voice,
Gesture, Movement, and Facial Expression, as well as a range of Dramatic Elements, students work
together to create a piece of Drama for performance. They develop their focus, teamwork, and creativity
through a number of drama making exercises, culminating in a performance for an audience.
09ARMU

9 Music (Practical Performance)

This course is designed for the young musician who wants to further develop their instrumental/or vocal
skills focussing on contemporary song writing in a live or recording environment. Students who undertake
this course must be receiving regular lessons on their chosen instrument or voice.
The focus will be on developing practical skills in composition leading into live performances in a group or
solo setting. Students selecting this subject will have a weekly vocal ensemble masterclass with a visiting
specialist. Digital technology will be utilised to record and produce a portfolio of completed compositions.
09ARART

9 Art Making and Exhibiting

Students will make and respond to artworks independently and with their classmates. They will use and
apply appropriate visual language and visual conventions. They will complete art works with a view to
exhibiting their work to the public in an appropriate manner. They will design, create and evaluate visual
solutions to selected exhibition themes. They will develop an appropriate vocabulary for use when discussing
art works. They will continue to develop a knowledge of the various principles and elements of art and
design.
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09AR3D

9 3D Art

In 3D Art, students develop their ideas and create a folio of Organic and Geometric Sculptures. Students will
explore using Paper, Metal, Found Objects, Wire, Clay, Sand, Wood and Vibrational Sound to create their
sculptures and explore how they can express and communicate messages through their artwork. Students
learn how to analyse and interpret the sculptures of Organic and Geometric Sculptors to find out how they
have communicated messages within their artwork.
09ARDE

9 Design

This unit uses graphic techniques for the training of visual literacy in students. Students will be introduced to
technical drawing, rendering, design elements and principles and the design process. Student development
is fostered by projects that experiment with different materials, techniques, media and equipment. The unit is
a practical subject that identifies problem-solving using graphic techniques, with students developing
imaginative solutions to set tasks. All work is presented in the form of a folio.
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YEAR 9 ENGLISH - COMPULSORY
09ENC

9 English

This unit is built around the three interrelated strands of Reading and Viewing, Writing and Speaking and
Listening. The focus is on extending students’ knowledge, understanding and skills in language,
literature and literacy. Through the reading and viewing of a variety of texts, students will explore themes
and issues such as culture, societal values, conflict and relationships. Common Assessment Tasks
include:
•
•
•
•

Analytical Interpretation
Analysing Argument
Presenting Argument (debating)
Crafting and Creating Texts

All learning extends on the literacy skills developed in Year 8 English.
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YEAR 9 HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION - COMPULSORY
09HPC

9 Health and Physical Education Core

Year 9 Health and Physical Education is made up of a combination of three theory, and two practical classes
per week. The theory lessons focus heavily on the major health issues that face the youth of today such as
drug and alcohol education as well as the mental health issues that face contemporary society. Additionally,
an educational component focusing on sexuality will elaborate on topics covered in Years 7 and 8, taking
into account emerging maturity at this year level. The two practical classes each week involve students in a
variety of physical activity tasks that are aimed at keeping individuals active and engaged. Games that focus
on team play, leadership and personal fitness will be the main themes within this unit.

YEAR 9 HAPE CORE AND ELECTIVES
09HPMS

9 Major Sports

Major Sports will offer a core group of sports for students to participate in, whilst also taking into
consideration student choice and interest. Theory studies include the musculoskeletal system, tactical
awareness and energy systems at a basic level. Students will be involved in negotiating the sports to be
undertaken. These may include sports such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basketball
Netball
European Handball
Cricket
Softball
Table Tennis

The skill development in a variety of sports should be a valuable foundation for future sporting involvement.
09HPAM

9 Advanced Major Sports

Advanced Major Sports will offer a core group of sports for students to participate in, whilst also taking into
consideration student choice and interest. Students will be involved in negotiating the sports to be
undertaken and the class may choose from sports such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soccer
Tennis
Australian Rules
Indoor Hockey
Volleyball
Lacrosse
Baseball

Participants will be provided with the opportunity to further develop skills through drills and minor game
activities, which will ultimately improve the standard of game play. Involvement in this unit will encourage
students to become lifetime participants in sport. Theory topics at a Year 9 standard will include:
•
•
•
•

Tactical awareness
Musculoskeletal system
Sports Nutrition
Energy systems
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09HPBC

9 Boot Camp

This is the course that you take if you want to develop and maintain your own health and fitness, whether it is
to improve your performance in the sports that you play or just to improve your general fitness. It aims to
further develop your understanding of fitness and expose you to a variety of fun activities to keep you in
good shape and feeling great!
Physical Education themes throughout this unit include:
The Components of Fitness
•
•
•
•

Fitness for Health
Sport Specific Fitness
Individualised Fitness Testing
Training Methods

Health themes throughout this unit will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe and investigate healthy food habits
Influences on young people’s food choices
Nutrition for growth, development and activity: stages of life/sports nutrition
Students investigate personal dietary requirements and ways to improve their diet for general
wellbeing
Analyse nutritional information provided in advertising and product labels
Drugs in Sport including investigating drug issues related to the law and community values
Health information – accessing health information, products and service

09HPWR

9 Wet Recreational Sports

Would you like to try something different from traditional team sports and fitness activities? Do you enjoy
sport and recreational activities, both indoors and in the great outdoors? Wet Rec Sports will combine local
outdoor areas like the Geelong Foreshore, Eastern Beach and Eastern Gardens with our own indoor facilities
to cover a unique combination of recreation and sport. It is hoped that the enjoyment gained from these
activities will encourage a lifetime of participation in recreational sport.
Physical Education themes negotiated throughout this unit could include:
•
•
•
•

Further developing water confidence and applying this water confidence to recreational activities such
as swimming, snorkelling or surfing
Developing a higher skill level in recreational sports such as tenpin bowling or golf
Utilising the foreshore skate park for skateboarding, blading or BMX bike riding
Sporting activities using the Geelong High School facilities decided by negotiation

Health themes throughout this unit will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Young people’s health and risk-taking behaviour
Investigating harm minimisation in the context of recreational activities
Examine perceptions of challenge, risk and safety
Examine the concept of perceived and actual risk in adventure activities
Basic first aid
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09HPFC

9 Footy Codes

If you like all things “Footy”, then this is the subject for you! Footy Codes will offer you a range of core team
sports that encourages and develops a supportive environment within a practical situation, whilst developing
the skills necessary in all things “Footy.”
Theory studies include video evaluation, discussing rules and strategic moves by those involved in
professional sporting situations, as well as the basic rules and skills necessary for you to become a major
player within the suggested list of games below. Be prepared to involve yourself in a semester of high-level
sporting participation and enjoyment.
•
•
•
•
•

American Football
International Rules
AFL
Touch Rugby
Soccer

The skill development in a variety of sports should be a valuable foundation for future sporting involvement.
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YEAR 9 HUMANITIES – ELECTIVES
At Year 9, students must select one of the following electives.
09HUHG

9 History and Geography

.

In Year 9 History and Geography students study the making of the modern world from 1750 to 1918 looking
at the changes caused by technological and social change during this era with a particular focus on World
War I. Students also investigate how people, through their choices and actions, are connected to places
throughout the world in a wide variety of ways, and how these connections help to make and change places
and their environments with a focus on the tourist industry.
09HUEC

9 Economics & Civics

In Year 9 Economics and Civics, students consider how the Australian economy is performing and the
importance of its interactions and relationships with the global economy in achieving growth and prosperity.
Students explore the way the work and business environment is changing in contemporary Australia and
globally, and the implications this has for current and future work and the work of entrepreneurs. Students
investigate the features and principles of Australia’s court system, including its role in applying and
interpreting Australian law. They also investigate the values and practices that enable a democratic society
to be sustained.
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YEAR 9 JAPANESE - ELECTIVE
09LAJA

9 Japanese

In Year 9 Japanese, students work on mastering the Katakana characters while reviewing the Hiragana
script. Students will then begin learning up to 40 key Kanji – the third and final Japanese script. Students will
be expected to regularly revise and practise their writing skills at home.
The Year 9 course covers the themes of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time
The House
School
Shopping in Japan
Describing people and things
Japanese counters for different objects
Asking permission and things giving instruction

Students increase their intercultural knowledge and awareness of Japan by responding to films, participating
in a restaurant excursion and completing research projects. Students also carry out a variety of
communicative activities to improve their reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.
Students will complete regular vocabulary and kana quizzes, role plays/speeches and poster/booklet
assignments for assessment. Regular use of Education Perfect online program, for revision and learning at
home for a minimum of fifteen minutes per night is expected.

YEAR 9 MATHEMATICS - COMPULSORY
09MAC

9 Maths Core

At the Year 9 level, students extend their fundamental Mathematical skills into new areas of study. They are
encouraged to find solutions to real life mathematical problems through the application of theorems and
processes, by building on and extending their knowledge in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement: Using units of measurement
Geometry
Real Numbers: Investigating time scales
Statistics and Probability
Financial Mathematics
Linear and Non-Linear Relationships
Algebra
Pythagoras and Trigonometry

Students take part in a variety of learning activities, both computer and non-computer based. Students are
assessed using a variety of measures, including tests, assignments, problem-solving activities and
homework tasks, including the use of websites such as MathSpace and Essential Assessment.
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YEAR 9 SCIENCE - COMPULSORY
09SCC

9 Science Core

In this unit students undertake studies in Chemistry and Biology. They will learn that matter can be
rearranged through chemical change and that these changes play an important role in many systems. They
develop a deeper understanding of the conservation of matter and energy transfer in a variety of contexts.
Students explore ways in which the human body responds to its external environment.
Students develop questions and hypotheses that can be investigated using a range of inquiry skills. The
independently plan, design, conduct and evaluate scientific investigations, drawing conclusions form data
collected. They will explain how they have considered reliability, precision, safety and fairness in their
methods.
Topics include:
•
•
•
•

Atomic Theory
Acids and Bases
Chemical Reactions
Body Systems including digestive, respiratory, cardio vascular and excretory systems

YEAR 9 SCIENCE - ELECTIVE
09SCSS
9 Sport Science
Are you interested in the science behind sports performance? How do athletes get the best out of their
bodies and minds? How do the equipment and techniques they use help them be number one? This unit will
involve aspects of biology, chemistry, physics and psychology, examining their relationship to sport.
Topics covered will include:
•
•
•
•
•

The skeletal, muscular and circulatory systems and their relationship to human movement
Chemical reactions that occur in the body, diet and energy content in food, and the controversial issue
of drugs in sport
How physics plays an important role in the way athletes perform and the way sport is played
How sports psychology can make the difference between someone who is good and someone who is
a champion
Acute responses to exercise.

Students will participate in a range of practical activities to enhance their understanding of the content.
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YEAR 9 TECHNOLOGY ELECTIVES
09DTFL

9 Food Lovers

Are you a whiz in the kitchen? In this unit, students will experience a ‘MasterChef’ pressure challenge as
they work with both individually and in their team to produce a range of delicious products. Students will
develop life-long practical food preparation skills with an emphasis on different cooking methods and
presentation using a wide range of classic ingredients and ‘family favourite’ recipes. Students will also learn
to apply nutritional principles to their meal planning.
Throughout this unit, students will develop their food knowledge and skill through working both individually
and in teams to investigate, plan, produce and evaluate the food they cook each week.
Major areas of study include:
•

Wet and dry cooking methods

•

Work with a range of ingredients and processes

•

Health and Safety

•

The design cycle including design briefs, meal planning and evaluation

•

Principles of food science

•

Food and sustainability

Students will be assessed on production activities, theory-based tasks and evaluation.
09DTMJ

9 Metal & Jewellery

Students design and make metal-based products and jewellery items to satisfy design briefs. They
investigate the elements of the briefs, develop suitable designs, and then make the products. When they’ve
finished and used the products, the students evaluate them against the briefs.
Students will use technical drawing conventions. Production techniques to be covered may include marking
out, sheet metal cutting and folding, cutting with a jeweller’s/piercing saw, sinking, silver soldering, drilling,
riveting, some machining, bronze welding, spot welding and general finishing. Projects may include class
carry case, finger ring with attachment, candle holder and centre punch.
Low-cost or free local excursions to an engineering technology site and a jeweller or silversmith’s workshop
may be possible.
09DTWT

9 Wood

This unit is designed for students who enjoy working with wood and have some skill level in this area. During
the design process, they will clarify their understanding of design brief requirements and use a variety of
drawing and modelling techniques to visualise design ideas and concepts. Students will develop their
understanding of design elements and principles and use appropriate technical language. They will work
safely with a range of tools and equipment, including some which are complex, to produce a range of
products. Students will be able to suggest modifications to improve their products in light of the evaluation of
their function and appearance.
Projects may include tables, racks or stands to contain a number of items such as books or IT equipment.
09DTST

9 STEM – Science Technology Engineering and Maths

In this semester long subject, student will continue to apply the ‘Engineering Process’ to design, build and
refine a building to withstand external forces. They will continue to refine their coding skills, introducing
EV3’s, which give students more components to work with, including servo’s (small motors) and sensors to
undertake a variety of tasks. Students will also learn about some basic electronics and use Arduino
microprocessors to complete some simple projects. As part of this course, students will travel out to the
Geelong Tech School to undertake one of their ‘Codebreaker’ programs.
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09DTMT

9 Music Technology

In Year 9 Music Technology, students work with both digital and analogue equipment in order to record, edit
and amplify sounds. Students explore the basics of wave theory and how it applies to the practical aspects of
sound production. They learn about different types of microphones and gain practical experience using
equipment such as mixing desks, amplifiers and some processing tools including EQ and basic compression.
Students also learn to use the program Pro-Tools to record and process sound. Students will also gain
experience in using the music studio and its equipment. This subject suits students with an interest in the
technical aspects of music production and they would not require any experience in instrumental
performance in order to take part.

09DTC

9 Computing

In this unit students will learn about how computer technology affects our lives and how we use computers
for work and entertainment. Students will learn how we manage data on a computer system including file
types, file management and how data can be manipulated and presented using programs such as
spreadsheets. Students will also learn computational thinking and design, develop, test and evaluate
programs using Minecraft and Python. Students will learn how to control program execution using conditional
statements and looping. They will learn how to store different data types using variables and perform
mathematical calculations. Students will use GB Studio to program some simple Game Boys games.
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YEAR 9 GPEP - GEELONG POSITIVE ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM
09GPC

GPEP

Geelong High School’s flagship elective, the Year 9 Positive Engagement Program is a real-world, modern
and community focused program that embodies the school’s vision and values and aims to develop skills
that are essential for 21st-century learners. This program challenges students’ ideas, promotes critical
thinking and aims to create and broaden students’ connection to their school and the wider community.
There is an interview process to apply to be in GPEP and only 50 students can be accepted.
The underlying theme of the program is one of positivity through the development of key relationships with
the community. Students undertake studies in key focus areas including:
•
•
•

Sustainability
Animal Welfare
Homelessness

All areas include immersion through research, excursions and volunteering. Students also participate in
numerous Life Skills workshops with industry professionals such as:
•
•
•
•

First Aid
Hospitality
Car Maintenance
Financial management

A number of camps will run as a part of the course, including a rural and urban camp. The aim of each camp
is to allow students to have a positive impact on a community in need and implement crucial life skills
including organisation, budgeting, professional communication and teamwork. At the time of printing, the
details of these camps for 2023 have not been confirmed. In most years GPEP includes a major trip to
Central Australia that receives outstanding feedback from students.
Students also take part in the explicit teaching of ‘Positive Education’, where they will learn to recognise their
own strengths, develop their resilience and look at the world through the eyes of people in less fortunate
situations than themselves.
Students:
• Experience applied learning through regular excursions, incursions or guest speakers
• Develop partnerships with groups that make a difference in the lives of those in our community
• Take part in a range of activities and challenges that place them outside of their comfort zone
• Earn accomplishment certificates in areas such as financial literacy, event management, animal
welfare, working with children, car maintenance etc.
• Are set group challenges throughout the program which requires planning, teamwork and cooperation
NOTE: This unit runs over the course of one semester and for 10 periods each week. Charges shown
below cover buses, excursions and guest speakers. Camps are yet to be finalised and could be an
additional charge. All efforts are made to reduce additional costs.
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YEAR 10
GHS CURRICULUM CONTRIBUTIONS
Curriculum Contributions: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome.
$320.00

Curriculum Online Subscription Package: $80.00
This package includes online subscriptions that are required by students for their learning in each
core curriculum area:
•
•
•
•
•

Mathspace
Essential Assessments
Reading Plus
STILE (Science)
World Book Encyclopaedia, Click View, & The Age Newspaper

Curriculum Learning Items: $150.00
This covers provision of ALL ESSENTIAL resources and materials necessary to help students
meet their learning outcomes, including access to class sets of textbooks if needed by students.
Home Group / Positive Education Program: $40.00
Curriculum learning items for the Home Group/Positive Education Program. An additional
amount may be charged if students are required to attend an incursion/excursion.
Sports Events: $40.00
Includes events held at Landy Field, Kardinia Swimming Pool, and other local interschool
activities. House Athletics/Swimming Sports is a COMPULSORY school attendance day, as a
Positive Education activity designed for building of team collaboration, character strengths, and
leadership. Students not participating in House Athletics/Swimming Sports are required to attend
on the day as a spectator to support their House Team.
Student ID Card: $10.00
The Student ID Card enables students to access the COMPASS Kiosk for late arrival/early
departure passes, top-up printing credit and to check their timetable and includes a $10.00
printing credit. (Replacement cost is $10.00 for the ID Card only).
Additional Curriculum Resources (Products Produced)
3D Art

Consumable materials for 3D Arts which the students may use
to make items to take home.

$ 60.00

Art Making & Exhibition

Additional Curriculum Resources (Products Produced)

$ 60.00

Dance

Additional Curriculum Resources (Dance Portfolio: Costume,
Video Production and Choreography)

$ 20.00

Drama

Additional Curriculum Resources (Drama Portfolio: Costume,
Script and Video Production)

$ 25.00

Music Performance

Additional Curriculum Resources (Musical Scores, Production
Bundle)

$ 40.00

Design

Additional Curriculum Resources (Products Produced)

$ 60.00

The Healthy Advantage

Additional Curriculum l Resources (Products Produced)

$ 50.00
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Music Technology

Additional Curriculum Resources (Products Produced)

$ 40.00

Japanese Online Subscription

Language Perfect is an online subscription and learning
resource for students studying Japanese and is used in class
and for homework.

$ 40.00

Biology

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 20.00

Chemistry

Additional Curriculum l Resources

$ 20.00

Physics

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 20.00

Psychology

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 20.00

STEM

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 40.00

Bakers Delight

Additional Curriculum Resources (Systems Building
Resources)

$ 120.00

Foods Around The World

Additional Curriculum Resources (Produced Produced)

$ 120.00

Metal & Jewellery

Additional Curriculum l Resources (Products Produced)

$ 60.00

Wood

Additional Curriculum Resources (Products Produced)

$ 90.00

Extra-Curricular Items and Activities: Includes activities/excursions, items students own; and User pay items
Advanced P.E.

Excursions/Activities Charge

$ 80.00

Peak Performance

Excursions/Activities Charge

$ 50.00

Recreational Sports Skills

Excursions/Activities Charge

$ 200.00

Careers 4 Day Extravaganza

Year 10 Students will visit TAFES, Deakin University and
Federation University to explore options available to them.

Learning Skills Program

This program helps to ensure students are provided with the
important skills and information allowing them to have a clear
definition of expectations and demands on them in their future.
Presented by Elevate

$ 45.00
$ 40.00

Combination Lock - Only purchase if you require a new combination lock in 2022

$ 20.00

School Yearbook

The Geelong High School Annual Student Yearbook
(Flotsam) is a written and photographic record of the school
year, produced for the students.
The 2022 Student
Yearbook will be distributed early 2023.

$ 25.00

Music Charge

Only students choosing to participate in Band, Choir or
Instrumental Music will be required to pay this charge. For
further information, please refer to the Music Handbook or
the Director of Music Mr Andrew Kypriotis

$ 50.00

Students will be required to pay the Music Lessons Charge
prior to commencing any lessons. A minimum payment of
one term in advance is required.

$ 512.00

(ONLY FOR STUDENTS CHOOSING
TO PARTICIPATE IN BAND, CHOIR
or INSTRUMENTAL).

Music Lessons
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS
CHOOSING TO PARTICIPATE IN
BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL)
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Instrument Hire
Brass & Woodwind

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire Charge
prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 220.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire Charge
prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 120.00

(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)

Instrument Hire
Violin
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG
HIGH SCHOOL)

Other Contributions – Voluntary: These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome)
Supports the ongoing replacement of necessary sporting
equipment provided to all students. Your contribution is
welcome.

$ 10.00

Building Fund

Supports
Building
Improvements
(Tax
Deductible
Contribution). We have suggested an amount $50.00 or
units of $10.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 50.00

Parents and Friends

Parents' and Friends Association meets monthly prior to the
School Council meeting at the school and is open to all
parents, carers and friends of Geelong High School.
Everyone is encouraged to join this group which is actively
involved in various school activities ranging from
discussions about policy and directions, through to
fundraising. We have suggested an amount of $20.00 or
units of $5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$20.00

Community Support Fund

This fund is to assist Geelong HS families in crisis situations
with food and essential items. We have suggested an
amount of $35.00 or units of $5.00 however, any
contribution is welcome.

$ 35.00

HAPE Equipment
Replacement Contribution

All contributions are correct at the time of printing.
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YEAR 10 SUBJECTS
YEAR 10 ARTS - ELECTIVES
10ARME

10 Media

Take your photography and video storytelling skills to the next level. In this unit, students build on the skills
they developed in Year 9 Media while deepening their understanding of media production processes.
Students continue to develop their photography skills and ideas while exploring how to create a series of
images to communicate a theme. Students explore how to control different settings on the camera and learn
Photoshop skills that help to enhance the artistic side of photo editing. In the video section of the course,
students learn about genre conventions and how to use technical and story elements to create a short film.
In addition to the assessment tasks, students produce photographs, short video exercises and written
responses analysing media products.
10ARDA

10 Dance

In this unit, students will further develop their fitness, core dance technique and physical skills. They will
learn about the importance of warming up and safe dance practice and demonstrate this in all classes.
Students will gain a deeper understanding of the choreographic process, creating their own performances in
both groups and solo. Students will study well-known choreographers and present their understanding to
their class. Students also learn an ensemble routine, and perform for an audience. This course is suited to
both beginners and more experienced dancers with an emphasis on participation, self-improvement and fun.
10ARDR

10 Drama

In this unit, students will create their own small ensemble performance and solo work. Students will
experience all aspects of creating the performance, including acting, directing, sound, lighting, sets,
costumes and publicity. Students will study the dramatic elements, including movement, voice and gesture,
and how these contribute to creating authentic characters in performance. From inspiration and
improvisation to development, production and performance, this unit is your chance to make new and
exciting theatre.
10ARART

10 Art Making and Exhibiting

Students will make and respond to artworks independently and with their classmates. They will use and
apply appropriate visual language and visual conventions. They will complete art works with a view to
exhibiting their work to the public in an appropriate manner. They will design, create and evaluate visual
solutions to selected exhibition themes. They will develop an appropriate vocabulary for use when discussing
art works. They will continue to develop their knowledge of the various principles and elements of art and
design.
10AR3D

10 3D Art

In 3D Art, students develop their ideas and create a folio of Minimalistic and Abstract Sculptures. Students
will explore using Paper, Metal, Found Objects, Wire, Clay, Fabric, Wood, Earth and Vibrational Sound to
create their sculptures and explore how they can express and communicate messages through their artwork.
Students learn how to analyse and interpret the sculptures of Minimalistic and Abstract Sculptors to find out
how they have communicated messages within their artwork.
In Year 10 3D Art, students explore a range of materials and techniques, using the art elements and
principles to make and respond to visual artworks. Students design and create their own sculptures,
exploring various materials and techniques through the set tasks in order to develop their personal style
while exploring and expressing a range of ideas, concepts and themes in their art works. Students will use
paper, wire, clay, plaster, wood, and mixed media art making as they explore how they can express and
communicate messages through their artwork. These artworks are then reflected upon.
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10ARDE

10 Design

Year 10 Design builds on the skills and knowledge taught in 9 Design. Visual literacy is a major focus of the
unit. This is a practical subject for students to learn how to problem solve and communicate visually.
Technical drawing, rendering, design elements and principles and the design process are four core areas of
the course. Students create solutions for the fields of Communication, Environmental and Industrial design.
All work is presented in the form of a folio.
10ARMU

10 Music - Performance

This course is designed for those students who love to sing and play music. Students who undertake this
course will work on developing their vocal skills both as a soloist and ensemble member and provides a
pathway for students to study VCE Music Inquiry. Students who undertake this course must be having
regular lessons on their chosen instrument or voice. The focus will be on developing practical skills in
composition leading into live performances in a group or solo setting. Students selecting this subject will
have a weekly vocal ensemble masterclass with a visiting specialist. Students will also work on developing
their musicianship, theory and aural skills.
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YEAR 10 ENGLISH - COMPULSORY
10ENC

10 English

This unit is built around the three interrelated strands of Reading and Viewing, Writing and Speaking and
Listening. The focus is on extending students’ language and literacy knowledge, understanding and
skills in relation to texts and issues. Through the reading and viewing of a variety of texts, students will
explore themes and issues such as identity, family and personal relationships. Common Assessment
Tasks include:
•
•
•
•

Analytical Interpretation
Analysing Argument
Presenting Argument
Crafting and Creating Texts

All learning extends on the text genre knowledge and literacy skills developed in Year 9 English and
assessments are modelled on VCE expectations.

YEAR 10 ADVANCED ENGLISH ELECTIVE
10ENAD

10 English Advanced

In Year 10 Advanced English, students will be encouraged to develop their analytical skills by reading
more widely and more closely. Students will be challenged and supported to read texts across a range
of genres, forms and time periods. They will also develop their reading practices, such as annotation,
note-taking and discussion. Writing in response to texts is also a major focus and students are shown
how to use textual evidence to justify their interpretations. This subject is a good choice for students
looking to extend themselves.
As this is an advanced elective, there are criteria that you need to meet in order to qualify. For instance,
your English CAT results should put you above level, your effort level should also be Very High and your
English teacher will need to recommend you. Advanced English runs for the whole year and students
who choose it, do not also do English Core. Students who complete Advanced English will be prepared
for both Literature and English VCE pathways.
Semester One
The first part of this unit focuses on developing students’ reading practices and on learning about how
authors can use fiction to express their own ideas and concerns about the world. Students read George
Orwell’s ‘Animal Farm’ and come to appreciate it as an allegory of the Russian Revolution. Through
engaging with ‘Animal Farm’, they learn how the historical, social and political context of a text can
enhance one’s reading experience. The second part of this unit focuses on exploring the ways literary
texts connect with each other and with the world. Students will deepen their examination of the ways
their own cultures and the cultures represented in texts can influence their interpretations and shape
different meanings. Drawing on two texts, Shakespeare’s ‘Twelfth Night’ and the modern teen film ‘She’s
the Man’, they will consider the relationships between authors, audiences and contexts. Ideas, language
and structures of these different texts from past and present eras and cultures are compared and
contrasted.
Semester Two
In Semester Two, students will develop their reading and discussion practices, as well as engaging in
close reading of texts and writing analytical and creative responses. By experimenting with textual
structures and language features, students will understand how imaginative texts are informed by close
analysis and how writers are influenced by the work of other writers. This semester, students will also be
introduced to different literary perspectives that will lead them to interpret texts in increasingly
sophisticated and complex ways. By reading literary criticism from a range of theoretical perspectives
(e.g. feminist, psychoanalytical, Marxist, functionalist) the way students approach books, films, music
and art will be taken to another level.
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YEAR 10 HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
10HPAP

10 Advanced PE

Advance Physical Education is designed as an advanced sport unit which gives students the opportunity to
apply already developed skills and strategies in a variety of team and individual activities. Sports which are
taught in this unit include, but not limited to are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soccer
Basketball
Football Codes
Floor Hockey
Volleyball
Tennis
Netball

Theory topics studies in this course are aimed at introducing students to topics that will be studied in VCE
Physical Education. Students are assessed on skill acquisition, biomechanics, body systems and energy
systems.
10HPRS

10 Recreational Sports Skills

Do you enjoy sport and recreational activities, both indoors and in the great outdoors? Recreational Skills will
combine our own indoor facilities with numerous outdoor areas like Geelong Foreshore, Eastern Beach and
other areas of the great outdoors to cover a unique combination of recreation and sport. It is hoped that the
enjoyment gained from these activities will encourage a lifetime of participation in recreational sport. It is
expected that previous skills learned will be extended in this unit.
Themes throughout this unit may be negotiated and could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidating open water skills and applying these to recreational activities such as swimming,
snorkelling, Stand Up Paddle boarding, water polo or surfing
Improve swimming stroke technique at the pool
Learning and developing skills and awareness in recreational sports such as rock climbing,
trampolining, obstacle courses and rollerblading.
Sporting activities using the GHS facilities decided by negotiation
A two-day bush walking camp in the Otways National Park

The theoretical component will focus on a commitment to learning safe participation skills, assessment of risk
and risk management, minimal impact strategies and specific first aid.
Students will be assessed through a range of methods such as a commitment to participation, movement
and skill development, tests/exams and assignments. This subject is highly recommended if you are
considering VCE Outdoor and Environmental Studies.
10HPPP

10 Peak Performance

This unit is designed for students who are interested in improving their fitness and pushing their personal
limits. Peak Performance will further develop the concepts learnt in the Boot Camp unit. You do not have to
be fit to select this unit but you do need to be prepared to work hard towards achieving improved fitness. It
will be similar to commercial Boot Camp fitness programs but with a dash of adventure. Expect to get hot,
sweaty, sandy, muddy and fitter.
The major topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•

Designing personalised fitness programs
Fitness testing
Community Fitness programs
The Fitness requirements of specific sports
Energy Systems and Components of Fitness

You will complete topic tests, a major training assignment, at end of year exam and participate in a variety of
practical activities.
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10HPHA

10 The Healthy Advantage

It’s not quite ‘sex, drugs or rock and roll’, but you will develop life skills and strategies whilst learning to make
positive decisions that contribute to healthy life choices for young people. You will explore issues such as
risk taking, sexual relationships, mental health and the health impact of your food choices. You will develop
your understanding of conception, antenatal development, birth and caring for a baby. Students will also
have the option of participating in the ‘Baby Think It Over’ program.
The following themes are covered throughout the course:
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual health matters ranging from relationships to child birth
Trends and factors affecting food consumption
Mental health issues relevant to young people
Health services and products offered by government and non-government agencies
Basic First Aid

You will show your understanding through a range of class activities such as research investigations and
reports, tests/exams, assignments, reflection and regular participation in class discussions.

YEAR 10 HUMANITIES
10HUHI

10 History

In Year 10 History, students learn about the history of the modern world and Australia from 1918 to the
present. The 20th century was a critical period in Australia and the world’s social, cultural, economic and
political development.
Over the course of the History unit, students will consider:
•
•
•

How the nature of global conflict changed during the 20th century
The consequences of World War II and how these consequences shaped the modern world
How Australian society was affected by other significant global events and changes in this period

Specifically, students will study:
•
•
•

World War II
The rights and freedoms of Indigenous Australians
How these rights and freedoms were achieved

10HULS

10 Legal Studies

In Year 10 Legal Studies students learn about Australia’s justice system. They investigate the features and
principles of Australia’s court system, including its role in punishing offenders and the prison system.
Students also investigate Australia’s political system and how it enables change. Students examine the ways
political parties, interest groups, media and individuals influence government and decision-making
processes.
10HUEC

10 Economics

In Year 10 Economics students consider how the Australian economy is performing and the importance of its
interactions and relationships with the Asia region and the global economy in achieving growth and
prosperity. Students examine the performance of the Australian economy and the business sector and how
these might be measured in different ways. Students continue to develop their consumer and financial
literacy knowledge and skills by identifying sources of finance for consumers, businesses and the
government and how financial institutions interact with them.
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YEAR 10 JAPANESE
10LAJA

10 Japanese

In Year 10 Japanese, students consolidate their understanding of the three writing scripts – Hiragana,
Katakana and Kanji and combine these in written passages using Japanese genkoyoshi (squared paper).
Further Kanji are introduced throughout the Year 10 course and grammar is a major focus. Students are
expected to develop a sound understanding of the various verb and adjective conjugations.
The following topics are covered throughout the Year 10 course:
•
•
•
•

How to give directions
Sport in Japan
Part-time work and job interviews
Popular culture

Students increase their intercultural knowledge and awareness of Japan by viewing and responding to
various movies and anime, participating in a restaurant excursion and completing research projects.
Students will complete a variety of communicative activities to improve their reading, writing, listening and
speaking skills.
Students will also complete regular vocabulary and script tests, end of unit tests, role plays/speeches and
poster/booklet assignments for assessment. Students will also be expected to regularly revise for a minimum
of fifteen minutes at home by completing homework tasks from the textbook and on the Education Perfect
online program.

YEAR 10 MATHEMATICS
All Year 10 students are required to select 10 Maths Core – unless recommended to study Advance or
Foundation Maths. These year-long subjects meet their Mathematics study requirement.
10MAC

10 Maths Core

This unit aims to build on the mathematical knowledge students learn in previous years and extend them to
VCE readiness. Although students looking to head towards Maths Methods should ideally complete the
Advanced Maths unit, Core Maths will also prepare students, regardless of their VCE and postsecondary
school pathway.
Students will undertake a variety of learning activities tailored to their learning needs in the following areas:
•
•
•

Number and Algebra
Measurement and Geometry
Statistics and Probability

Throughout the year, students will be required to use computers and other technology, making specific use
of resources like MathSpace and Essential Assessment to enhance learning and student outcomes.
Assessment of this subject will include tests, projects, class work and an exam in each semester.
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10MAAM 10 Advanced Maths
This unit is designed to provide capable students with work that extends their knowledge in the three content
strands: Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability.
In Number and Algebra, the students will focus on:
•
•

Quadratic functions
Describe, interpret and sketch parabolas, hyperbolas, circles and exponential functions and their
transformations
Indices, surds and logarithms
Linear relations

•
•

In Measurement and Geometry, the students will focus on:
•
•

Area, surface area and volume
Use the unit circle to define trigonometric functions, and graph them with and without the use of digital
technologies
Solve simple trigonometric equations
Sine rule and cosine rule

•
•

In Statistics and Probability, the students will focus on:
•

Describe the results of two- and three-step chance experiments, both with and without replacements,
assign probabilities to outcomes and determine probabilities of events
Investigate the concept of independence
Investigate conditional probability statements

•
•

Assessment of this subject will include an assessment task for each topic, class work and an exam in each
semester.
10MAFM 10 Foundation Maths
This unit is designed to support students to develop their foundational knowledge of Mathematics and how it
applies to the world around them. During this subject, students will develop their functional numeracy skills
that are essential to be a productive member of the community and workforce.
Students will undertake a variety of learning activities tailored to their needs in the following areas:
•

•

•

Number and Algebra
o Numerical skills and processes
o Fractions, decimals and percentages
o Rates and ratios
o Financial mathematics
Measurement and Geometry
o Converting units of measure
o Applications of area and volume formulae
o Geometric constructions
Statistics and Probability
o Data in the media
o Interpretations and representations
o Chance experiments

Students will be assessed based on the completion of tasks in class, their growth on Essential
Assessment and the projects they complete.
This unit prepares students for numeracy skills used in life and the workforces, and VCE Foundation
Mathematics. Students who wish to select this subject must get a recommendation from their current
Year 10 Maths teacher.
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YEAR 10 SCIENCE
10SCC

Core Science

This core science unit covers topics from Genetics, Chemistry and Physics. Students studying this unit
will be unlikely to study VCE Science but will benefit from the key knowledge they learn across the
course.
Students may undertake studies of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DNA and its structure and functions
Transmission of inherited characteristics
Atomic structure of atoms, how the periodic table is organised and properties of metal and non-metals
Chemical reactions, ionic and covalent bonding
Forces and Motion – Newton’s Laws
Forensic Science

10SCCH

10 Chemistry

Chemistry is a ‘physical science concerned with the composition, properties and reactions of substances’ or
in simplest terms, it is the science of matter. This unit has been designed to prepare students for VCE
Chemistry and beyond.
Students will study:
•
•

•
•

Historical development of atomic theory and the structure and trends in the Periodic Table
The electron configuration of an element and how it is used to predict chemical and physical
properties and its tendency to form a particular bond type. Students will study models for metallic,
ionic and covalent bonding
Chemical reactions and factors that influence rate and the mole concept in relation to quantitative
analysis
Organic chemistry and the widespread use of polymers in everyday life

10SCBI

10 Biology

Biology is the study of living organisms and their interactions with each other and the environment. This unit
is designed to prepare students for VCE Biology.
Skills developed are:
•
•

Use of scientific equipment including microscope
Scientific investigation and reporting

Content covered in this unit includes:
How plants and animals obtain and use energy (Photosynthesis and cellular respiration)
•
•
•

Why cells are the smallest unit of life and what the small structures inside do (Cell structure and
function)
What happens when organisms compete and encounter changes in their environment (Homeostasis,
adaptations, ecology and evolution)
How do organisms and cells manage to replicate and reproduce (Genetics)
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10SCPH

10 Physics

This unit has been designed to prepare students for VCE Physics. Physics can lead to further studies in
engineering, aerospace design, computer science and potential employment as a pilot, in medical imaging or
computer game design.
Students will study the properties of motion and energy and the relationships between them, as well as the
fundamentals of electricity. They will complete a number of practical activities including calculating
acceleration due to gravity, building and testing a water rocket allowing them to utilise knowledge of motion
to calculate maximum flight distances and speed. Students will also have the opportunity to research an area
of Physics which is of interest to them and present that research to their fellow students. Students should
have a good level of mathematical skills.
Topics covered include:
•
•
•

Motion: this area focuses on the understanding of velocity and acceleration of objects and the
interactions of forces in our everyday lives
Energy: students will study different types of energy and the transitions between them
Electricity and circuits: students will study a range of circuit elements, design and build circuits and use
a range of electrical measuring devices.

10SCPS

10 Psychology

Psychology is ‘both an academic and applied discipline involving the scientific study of mental processes and
behaviour’ or in its simplest terms, is a study of human behaviour. This unit has been designed to prepare
students for VCE Psychology and beyond.
Students will study:
•
•
•
•
•

The differences between Psychology and Psychiatry
How mental illness can be diagnosed and treated
Major experimental research procedures
The structure and function of the different parts of the brain
How the brain affects behaviour

Forensic Psychology – specifically stalkers and stalking, dangerousness, forensic profiling
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YEAR 10 TECHNOLOGY
10DTAW

10 Foods Around the World

Cook, eat and enjoy new foods from around the world. The focus of this unit will be on the study of foods
from other lands and the development of food patterns and traditional cuisines. Students will learn to
prepare meals from different cultures and at the same time experience and enjoy different and exotic
flavours, textures and ways of preparing and presenting food. Students will discover how cuisine is
influenced by different countries and cultures using traditional ingredients and cooking methods.
This unit will cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The design cycle including design briefs, investigation, meal planning and evaluation
The influence on food choice and cuisine for the different regions around the world
Use of ingredients and flavours specific to different cuisines and indigenous culture
Time management
Nutrition
Issues relating to food sustainability

Students will be assessed on investigation, production and evaluation as well as theory-based learning
tasks.
10DTBD

10 Baker’s Delight

There is nothing like biting into a warm, crusty roll you’ve just made yourself or baking a classic favourite
for your friends and family to enjoy. This unit is designed for students who enjoy baking and want to
develop their creative skills in designing, making and decorating baked sweet and savoury products
such as bread, cakes, pastries and biscuits for home and special occasions.
Major topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•

Sweet and savoury yeast products
Sweet and savoury pastry products
Special occasion cake decorating
Key food groups and functions of key ingredients
Food science

Students will be assessed on production and evaluation tasks as well as theory-based learning tasks.
10DTST

10 STEM – Science Technology Engineering and Maths

In this semester long subject, students will continue to apply the ‘Engineering Process’ to design, build and
modify a bridge to hold the most weight, using the smallest number of resources. They look at the rise of
wearable technology and travel out to the Geelong Tech School to undertake a program called ‘Future
Fashions’. Students look at electricity and how it relates to electronics, using a variety of components
including resistors, capacitors and transistors. They also look at Arduino Microprocessors and use some
basic block based and text based coding to create a variety of projects.
10DTMJ

10 Metal & Jewellery

This unit is designed to follow on from 9 Metal & Jewellery. Students design and make metal-based products
and jewellery items to satisfy more complex design briefs. They investigate what is needed, devise
evaluation criteria, develop appropriate designs and technical drawings, and make the products. During
production, and when they’ve finished and used the products, students evaluate these against their criteria.
Techniques covered may include marking-out, sheet metal work (cutting, forming and piercing), silversoldering, drilling, riveting, welding (spot, bronze and fusion), grinding, machining, casting, patination and
finishing. Projects will vary according to student interest and teacher expertise but may include cantilever
toolbox, rings, necklace, bracelet or bangle, earrings, collapsible sawhorse, camping BBQ, or nutcrackers.
Low-cost or free local excursions to an engineering technology site and a jeweller or silversmith’s workshop
may be possible.
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10DTWT

10 Wood

This unit is designed for students who enjoy working with wood and have some skill in this area. Students
will generate a range of alternative possibilities, use appropriate technical language, and justify their
preferred project option, explaining how it provides a solution to a problem. They will effectively use
communication techniques and procedures to support the development of their design and planning.
Students will produce products using complex tools, equipment, machines, and materials with precision.
Students will also be able to use evaluation criteria they have previously developed, and analyse processes,
materials and equipment used to make appropriate suggestions for changes that would lead to an improved
final product.
Projects that could be made include bedside tables with a drawer and hinged door, and hall stands with bent
wood legs, inlaid top and drop side.
10DTMT

10 Music Technology

Students in Year 10 Music Technology will work using our studio equipment to record, mix and edit sounds.
Students will use Pro Tools and gain a familiarity with professional recording software and external
equipment. They will make recordings and edit them for use in films and also create professional mixes of
musical excerpts. Students will work with live PA equipment and work towards completing sound check and
live mixes for performance purposes.
Students who choose this subject will have valuable experience if they are working towards a career in the
music industry or further study in this area including the Cert III in Music Industry (Sound Production).
Students do not need any experience in playing instruments to choose this subject. Students who did not
complete this subject at Year 9 are also not disadvantaged and are encouraged to give it a go. However,
students who did complete Year 9 Music Technology will be extending and refining their skills in Music
Technology and Production.
10DTC

10 Computing

In this unit, students will learn about how computer technology affects our lives and how we use computers
for work and entertainment. Students will also develop computational thinking. They will use an objectoriented programming language to learn about data types and control structures. Students will use the
Python programming language to design, develop, test and evaluate programs. Students will learn how to
control program flow using conditional statements and looping. They will also begin to design user interfaces
for their programs and learn how to handle on screen graphics in Python. Students will undertake a
programming project where they can choose to develop a simple game or a basic computer app.
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PROCESS OF PATHWAY SELECTION
Consider the pathway that best suits you at this stage. Write down any queries or concerns that you have
about completing Senior School at Geelong High School. Year 10 students can access VCE/VET/SBAT. All
programs are subject to appropriate counselling.

Year 10 at GHS
Core subjects and electives
Possible accelerated VCE study
Possible VET studies or SBAT


Year 11 at GHS
VCE studies
Vocational Major Studies (Previously VCAL)
School Based Apprenticeship or Traineeship VET
Studies


Year 12 at GHS
VCE studies
School Based Apprenticeship or Traineeship
VET Studies
VCE Vocational Major
Accelerated University Studies


Geelong High School
‘Preparing you for Life’
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VCE AT GEELONG HIGH SCHOOL
The Geelong High School VCE program provides diverse pathways to further study or training at university
or TAFE and to employment. In order to maximise these opportunities and outcomes for students, Geelong
High School strongly supports students completing a full VCE program that may include programs from
Vocational Education and Training (VET) qualifications, School based Apprenticeship and Traineeships
(SBAT) and ACCELERATE Higher Education Units. Geelong High School VCE policies are carefully planned
in accordance with Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) requirements to enable
successful completion of VCE.
For further information visit the VCAA website at:

www.vcaa.vic.edu.au

VCE students at Geelong High School are required to study a minimum of 22 units. Of these units, 12 are to
be studied at Year 11 (6 per semester) and 10 are to be studied at Year 12 (5 per semester).
A Year 10 student may apply to be considered to complete a VCE subject as an advanced or accelerated
study. In this case, students will be required to complete a normal VCE program during Years 11 and 12.
Attempting a VCE study in Year 10 will not reduce the number of units students will be required to attempt in
Years 11 and 12, as it is intended to give students access to an additional study in order to maximise their
ATAR. (Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank)
The accelerated VCE study, or VET / SBAT (for Year 10 students) will replace two units of the electives, as
students will be expected to complete both semesters of their VCE unit. Students will not work a reduced
program in Year 10, 11 or 12.
Some Year 12 students, having completed an accelerated study, have the opportunity to further extend their
studies by undertaking Higher Education Studies. These are extension studies of university subjects which
contribute to a student’s ATAR score. See www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/vce/studies/studiesextension.html
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VCE IN 2023
Victoria is moving to a new integrated secondary certificate in 2023 which will be fully integrated by 2025.
This will bring together the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) and Victorian Certificate of Applied
Learning (VCAL) certificates. These reforms will ensure every student has the skills they need to find
regarding careers and reach their full potential.
VCE students will be required to study a minimum of 22 units – 12 in Year 11, and 10 in Year 12.
Accelerated students may be able to study VCE units ahead of their current level.
•
•
•
•

Units 1 & 2 of each study are equivalent to Year 11 studies
Units 3 & 4 are equivalent to Year 12 studies
Sequence refers to a combination of Units 3 & 4 of a study
VET programs contribute towards a student’s VCE and may contribute towards their ATAR

Students who are interested in vocational pathways and who would have traditionally signed up for VCAL,
will now choose a Vocational Major under the banner of the VCE Certificate. This will provide a similar
programme with some improvements in 2023 as outlined below.

Satisfactory Completion of VCE
To attain their VCE Certificate, students (who are not completing a Vocational Major) must satisfactorily
complete at least 16 units. These satisfactory units must include:
•
•

At least 3 units of English/English Literature (including the Unit 3/4 sequence)
At least 3 sequences of Units 3 & 4 studies in addition to English/English Literature

Getting the VCE Vocational Major (VM)
To get your VCE Vocation Major, you must successfully finish at least 16 units including:
•
•
•
•
•

3 VCE VM Literacy or VCE English units (including a Unit 3 – 4 sequence)
2 VCE VM Numeracy or VCE Mathematics units
2 VCE VM Work Related Skills units
2 VCE VM Personal Development Skills units and
2 VET credits at Certificate II level or above (180 nominal hours)

You must also complete at least three other Unit 3 – 4 sequences. This means three other full year studies
at a Year 12 level. You can do other VCE studies or VET. More information on the VCE VM is outlined
below.

VCE STUDY

NO. OF UNITS

English, English Literature

Units 1 & 2

English, English Literature

Units 3 & 4

Unit 1 & 2 studies in other subject areas
At least 3 units of English/English Literature (including the Unit 3/4 sequence)
At least 3 sequences of Units 3 & 4 studies in addition to English/English Literature
2023

18 Units

Total

22 Units
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Any other units to take the total number of units to at least 16
The diverse cross-section of subjects that our students can study include:

VCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art – Art Making & Exhibiting
Biology
Business Management
Chemistry
Computing (Software Development)
English
English Literature
Foods Studies
Health and Human Development
History
Legal Studies
Languages - Japanese
Mathematics - Foundation 1, 2 (will run to 3
and 4 in 2023)
Mathematics – General Maths 1, 2, 3, 4
Mathematics - Methods 1, 2, 3, 4
Media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Music Performance 1, 2
Music Inquiry 3, 4
Outdoor and Environmental Studies
Physical Education
Physics
Production Design & Technology
Psychology
Theatre Studies
Visual Communication and Design

VCE VM
•

Vocational Major (Formally VCAL)

VET
•
•
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Dance (VCE/VET)
Music Sound Production (VET)

ATAR - AUSTRALIAN TERTIARY ADMISSION RANK
The ATAR is not a score out of 100 – it is a rank. It shows a student's achievement in relation to other
students. The ATAR is calculated by VTAC solely for the use of tertiary institutions to compare the overall
achievement of students who have completed different combinations of VCE studies. VTAC forwards the
ATAR along with application information to selection authorities at institutions.
How is the ATAR is calculated?
VTAC uses VCE results issued by the VCAA (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority) to calculate
the ATAR.
Subject to the restrictions outlined in the VTAC Year 10 Guide (available on the Publications page), the
ATAR is developed from an aggregate produced by adding:
• VTAC scaled study score in one of English, Literature or English as an Additional Language (EAL)
• The next best three VTAC scaled study scores permissible; and
• 10% of the fifth and sixth permissible scores that are available
For more information on how the ATAR is calculated, see the ABC of Scaling fact sheet (see Publications).
Also see Study restrictions, Study groupings and restrictions and Scaling.
Definition from the VTAC website: www.vtac.edu.au
Studies used for the ATAR
Subject to the rules and restrictions that are described in the sections that follow, the studies that can be
used for the ATAR are:
• all VCE Unit 3 and 4 sequences
• Vocational Education and Training (VET) Programs with Unit 3 and 4 sequences (scored and
unscored) VFE/VE3 studies, and
• one approved higher education study.
Studies used for the ATAR
Unscored VCE is not a pathway offered at Geelong High School. Students can only adopt an unscored VCE
with a medical recommendation and after consultation with Mr McConchie (Assistant Principal).
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VCE VET STUDIES
Scored VCE VET studies
‘Scored VCE VET studies’ are VCE VET Unit 3 and 4 sequences with a scored assessment. When
calculating the ATAR, VCE VET Unit 3 and 4 sequences with a scored assessment are treated in the same
way as other Unit 3 and 4 VCE studies. However, if a student chooses not to take the scored assessment for
a study when it is available, the study cannot be used in the calculation of the ATAR.
Unscored VCE VET
Unscored VCE VET studies are VCE VET Unit 3 and 4 sequences with no scored assessment available.
Since there are no scores available, VTAC may include the sequence as an increment (the fifth and/or sixth
study). The increment cannot be awarded if assessment was available, but the student chose not to take it.
Up to two unscored VCE VET increments may contribute to the ATAR.
From 2019, the increment will be calculated as 10 per cent of the fourth study score of the primary four.
Approved Higher Education Studies in Schools
Higher education studies include first year university studies and advanced standing TAFE courses
recognised by the VCAA and made available to VCE students who are very able academically and have the
endorsement of their school principal. Such studies are recognised as higher education studies contributing
to completion of the VCE.
The VCAA Handbook states that only one higher education study may count towards satisfactory completion
of the VCE. Similarly, only one higher education study may contribute to your ATAR.
Satisfactory Completion of VCE Units 1-4
For satisfactory completion of a Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) unit, students must demonstrate
their achievement of the set of outcomes as specified in the study design. The decision about satisfactory
completion of outcomes is based on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on
assessment tasks designated for the unit. Satisfactory performance of these tasks is sufficient evidence to
award an S for the unit. The decision to award an S for the unit is distinct from the assessment of levels of
achievement.
Satisfactory VCE Unit Result
The student receives an S for a unit if the teacher determines that all the following requirements are
achieved. A student must:
•
•
•
•

Produce work that demonstrates achievement of the outcomes
Submit work on time
Submit work that is clearly their own
Observe the rules of the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) and the school

Geelong High School Hurdle Tasks
Each VCE unit at Geelong High School has particular graded assessment items and coursework that
students must complete in order to meet the outcomes for that particular unit. Some of these will be used to
determine the level of achievement of that student and others may be used to determine whether or not the
student has satisfactorily met the outcomes to pass. These tasks, along with student performance in SAC’s
and/or SAT’s will be used to award an S for a unit.
Assessment for Geelong High School Students – Units 1 & 2
Geelong High School will award letter grades to identify standards using School Assessed Coursework tasks
(SACs) and internal examinations, set and marked by Geelong High School teachers. Examinations will be
held in June and November for all units, which will be used with other school Based Assessment tasks
(SAC’s) to determine if a student has achieved an ‘S’. A minimum of 50% must be achieved in all internal
examinations for a student to be deemed to have achieved an S for the outcome being assessed.
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Assessment for Geelong High School students – Units 3 & 4
Students will study five units in both Semester One and Semester Two. An English (English or English
Literature) is compulsory in both semesters. Students must study the same combination of units for both
semesters since study scores are calculated for sequences of Units 3 & 4 studies. Therefore, no changes of
units are possible at the end of Unit 3. Students are encouraged to complete English Core when attempting
English Literature in Units 1 & 2 as these subjects can help improve outcomes for each other.
School-assessed Coursework (SAC’s) consists of a set of assessment tasks that assess each student’s
level of achievement in Unit 3 and 4 outcomes as specified in the study design. Schools provide a score for
each component of coursework specified in the study design. The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority (VCAA) aggregates these scores into a single total score for each student, which is then
statistically moderated against the examination scores in the study. The General Achievement Test (GAT)
may also be used in statistical moderation for all VCE students.
School-assessed Tasks (SAT) are set by the VCAA to assess specific sets of practical skills and
knowledge. Teachers assess the student’s level of achievement on the basis of a rating against criteria
specified by the VCAA. Schools provide a score for each criterion. The VCAA aggregates these scores into a
single total score for each student, which is then statistically moderated against the examination scores in
the study. The GAT may also be used in statistical moderation.
VCE External Assessments
Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) external assessments are any centrally set tasks assessed by the
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA), including written, oral, electronic/digital, aural and
performance tasks conducted according to the requirements of accredited study designs and VCE VET
programs.
Study Scores
A study score indicates how a student performed in relation to all other students who took the study. It is
calculated using the student’s final scores for School-assessed Coursework, School-assessed Tasks,
Externally-assessed Tasks and examinations for each study.
To receive a study score, students must achieve two or more graded assessments in the study and receive
an S for both Units 3 and 4 in the same academic year, unless they have Interrupted Studies status and
have met these requirements over two academic years.
Study Score Calculation
The final score for each graded assessment is standardised. This is done by subtracting the state mean for a
graded assessment from the student’s final score for that graded assessment, and dividing the result by the
state standard deviation for the graded assessment, as per the following formula:
Standardised score = (final score − state mean) / state standard deviation
This produces a possible study score ranging from 0 to 50, with 70% of study scores between 23 and 37.
Further adjustments are made for studies that have small numbers of students.
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GEELONG HIGH SCHOOL VCE ATTENDANCE PROCESSES
Staff and School Council constantly review our attendance policies and it is clear that student achievement is
clearly linked to student attendance – maximum attendance leads to maximum results. It is a requirement at
Geelong High School that students attend all timetabled classes so that teaching and learning opportunities
can be maximised. Attendance in class provides opportunities for student work to be authenticated by
teachers. Work that cannot be authenticated will not be accepted for assessment and will be awarded ‘N’.
• Teachers are to mark their class roll every timetabled session
• When the student has reached four absences without a medical certificate in any study, an absence
pro-forma is to be filled out and emailed or posted home by the class teacher and a copy is to be
provided to both the House Leader and VCE Coordinator. It would be appreciated if parents could
acknowledge receiving this correspondence
• When the student has accumulated seven absences without a medical certificate, parents will be
contacted by the subject teacher for an interview concerning the risk of an ‘N’ result
(‘N’ is the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority symbol for unit failure.)
• When eight absences without a medical certificate have accrued in any study, ‘N’ will
automatically be recorded as the outcome result.
Approved Absences
• In order for teachers to confirm an approved absence on their attendance records the student must
provide the GHS Administration Office with a copy of a medical certificate appropriately dated, who will
distribute a copy to all teachers affected via email. The original medical certificate will then be filed by
the VCE Coordinator. This is necessary for the event of an audit by the VCAA and also facilitates the
application process for Special Provision, should this become necessary
• *Statutory Declarations are not accepted to explain an absence or absences from VCE classes
• Special Provision is applied for when a student suffers from an acute or chronic illness or other serious
intervening event that adversely impacts upon their performance. Applications require extensive
documentation in accordance with the strict guidelines imposed by the VCAA and approval is not
guaranteed.
*Please contact the VCE Coordinator if the information outlined above applies to your situation
VCE Attendance Credits
Each semester, VCE students are granted 8 credits per Unit, per Semester. Students may designate how
they wish to use them. However, the following restrictions apply:
• These credits can only be used for school-endorsed activities
• The Credit Form MUST be completed at least 2 days prior to the activity
• Any alterations to the timeline must be in consultation with the student, class teacher and VCE
Coordinator
• No credits will be granted once the activity has occurred
• Work must be completed by no later than one week after the activity or credit will not be granted
The classroom teacher has the right to disallow the use of credits for their subject if there are specific
concerns in relation to the student's progress. This must be done in consultation with the VCE Coordinator
and House Leader.
Credit Forms can be obtained from the VCE Co-ordinator or House Leaders or downloaded from the VCE
Documentation folder, located in School Resources on Compass.
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POST COMPULSORY SCHOOLING PATHWAYS
The choice of a career path is an important decision young people have to make. A good starting point is to
learn about the various occupations you might be suited to. Your personality, skills and abilities must be
considered when choosing a career pathway.
Geelong High School offers you the following resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual appointments available with our Careers Team.
Embedded Careers Development Program from Year 7 to Year 12
Careers Resource Area
Guest speakers from and visits to Universities, TAFEs, Group Training Organisations and the Defence
Forces.
Pathways Information Nights
Course Counselling Sessions
VCE Pathways
VET in School Pathway opportunities
Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) Pathways
School based Apprenticeships & Traineeships (SBATs)
VET & SBAT Coordinator
Years 10 —12 Study Skills Program
Work Experience, Community and Industry Programs
GHS Careers Website: www.geelonghscareers.com
Electronic Careers Action Plan

Starting the Decision-Making Process
By starting the process of considering your pathways options, you avoid having to make difficult career
choices in haste. Future promotion, success and happiness come from working hard at something you do
well and enjoy.

Success doesn’t
come to you.
YOU GO TO IT!
In short, it is vital that you choose a course that suits you and your career pathway. There are many
members of staff willing to assist you with your subject selection. Please seek their assistance. Your final
years at school are an exciting chapter in your life: it is the springboard to your career journey.
We wish you well in your studies!
Ms Trudy Cameron
Careers | VET | SBAT Coordinator
Senior Curriculum Leader

Mrs Deb Gee
Careers | VET | SBAT Coordinator
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VCE VOCATIONAL MAJOR
From 2023, Victorian schools will no longer be offering the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL)
but instead be offering a Vocational Major as part of the VCE Certificate. Many of the characteristics of the
VCAL programme that made it so successful at Geelong High School will continue to be a part of the new
model, with some improved access to pathways and vocational support. Geelong High School will offer Unit
1 and 2 Vocational Major in Year 11, and Unit 3 and 4 Vocational Major in Year 12, in 2023. The VCE
Vocational Major Certificate will have the same recognition as the VCAL programme and students who
completed the Intermediate VCAL programme in 2022 will have their qualifications and units recognised
within the Vocational Major to ensure a smooth transition.
Students who should consider obtaining their VCE Vocational Major are more likely to be interested in going
on to training at TAFE, doing an apprenticeship, or are better placed to enter employment after completing
school.

Satisfactory Completion of VCE Vocational Major
To attain their VCE Vocational Major Certificate, students must satisfactorily complete at least 16 units.
These satisfactory units must include:
•
•
•
•
•

3 VCE VM Literacy Units (including a Unit 3–4 sequence)
2 VCE VM Numeracy or VCE Mathematics units
2 VCE VM Work Related Skills units
2 VCE VM Personal Development Skills units, and
2 VET credits at Certificate II level or above (180 nominal hours)

Students must complete a minimum of three other Unit 3–4 sequences as part of their program. Units 3 and
4 of VM studies may be undertaken together over the duration of the academic year to enable these to be
integrated.
The VCE VM can be tailored to the needs and interests of the student, to keep them engaged while
developing their skills and knowledge. Students can also include VET and other VCE studies where the
timetable allows, and can receive structured workplace learning recognition.
Most students will undertake between 16-20 units over the two years.
VCE VM Work Related Skills

This study enables students at GHS to develop the following area’s based on their interests, skills,
knowledge, talents and employability development.
•
•
•
•
•

understand and apply concepts and terminology related to the workplace
understand the complex and rapidly changing world of work and workplace environments and the
impact on the individual
understand the relationship between skills, knowledge, capabilities and the achievement of pathway
goals
develop effective communication skills to enable self-reflection and self-promotion
apply skills and knowledge in a practical setting.

This study is made up of four units.
Unit 1: Careers and learning for the future
Unit 2: Workplace skills and capabilities
Unit 3: Industrial relations, workplace environment and practice
Unit 4: Portfolio preparation and presentation
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VCE VM Personal Development Skills

This study enables students at Geelong High School to:
●

develop a sense of identity and self-worth
understand and apply concepts that support individual health and wellbeing
access, critique, synthesise and communicate reliable information
explain the role of community and the importance of social connectedness
practise the rights and responsibilities of belonging to a community
recognise and describe the attributes of effective leaders and teams
set and work towards the achievement of goals
work independently and as part of a team to understand and respond to community need
evaluate and respond to issues that have an impact on society
develop capacities to participate in society as active, engaged and informed citizens.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

This study is made up of four units.
Unit 1: Healthy individuals
Unit 2: Connecting with community
Unit 3: Leadership and teamwork
Unit 4: Community project
Skills/ Training/ Experience students may complete include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cafe and Barista Certificate
Food Handling Certificate
Complete work experience in a field of interest.
Complete VET certificate in field of interest.
Level 2 First Aid
Complete workshops teaching primary and /or special needs children.
Students can set up a small business/ enterprise
Experience local guest speakers in business
Work on a local environmental project
Complete outdoor activities that complement our environmental projects including VM Orientation
camp.
• Work with a local group in need or assist with a charity event
• Complete fitness, health and wellbeing sessions
• Students will set up a major project for the year. The will plan, prepare, fund raise, bookings,
applications, conduct event, costing, safety, roles/responsibilities, catering and then evaluate the
program/project. Example: Run a local Nippers carnival with local primary schools
VCE VM Literacy
This study enables students at Geelong High School to:
•

•

•
•

develop their everyday literacy skills through thinking, listening, speaking, reading, viewing and
writing to meet the demands of the workplace, the community, further study and their own life skills,
needs and aspirations
participate in discussion, exploration and analysis of the purpose, audience and language of text
types and content drawn from a range of local and global cultures, forms and genres, including First
Nations peoples’ knowledge and voices, and different contexts and purposes
discuss and debate the ways in which values of workplace, community and person are represented
in different texts
present ideas in a thoughtful and reasoned manner.

At Geelong High School all Literacy will be integrated in a way that supports the students to explore their
interests, passions and future ambitions that will prepare them for life after school.
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VCE VM Numeracy Strand
Students starting the Vocational Major in 2023 will need to complete either two units of VCE Foundation
Mathematics or two units of VCE General Mathematics.
VCE VET/SBAT
VCE Vocational Major students must also ensure that their program contains a VET or SBAT.
Special Comments:

Students must have a laptop/ipad for all class work to be completed
from the start of Smart Start.
Geelong High School will apply for a grant from the Office of Youth to
support this program. If the application is successful, this grant will
support all excursions.

For further information, see

Mr Collins

VICTORIAN PATHWAYS CERTIFICATE
Geelong High School is also currently in the process of developing an implementation plan for the new VPC
alongside the VCE Vocational Major. New curriculum in VPC Literacy, Numeracy, Personal Development
Skills and Work Related Skills is currently being developed. The new curriculum is engaging, based in real
life and gives students in-demand skills needed for the future world of work.

VET - VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN SCHOOLS

VET in the VCE or VCAL programs combines general and vocational studies while the student is at school
studying their Year 10, 11 or 12. VET is normally a two-year program where students complete the modules
(or units of work) that make up the program. Students may be required to continue to attend their VET
classes over the school holidays. There are costs associated with VET programs. Fees for training vary
depending on the course or qualification. In 2023, costs may range between approximately $250 - $500. The
majority of VET subjects are delivered off campus. You will need to get information directly from the provider
about the fees for your selected course.
The Benefits of VET
•

Students who have completed (or are completing) a VET program have an advantage when applying
for a full-time apprenticeship in the trade areas

•
•
•
•

A VET certificate can be counted towards the student’s VCE and VCAL course requirements
A VET certificate may, in some cases, also contribute towards the student’s ATAR in Year 12
Students wanting to complete a VET Certificate must apply for a USI number at www.usi.gov.au
All 2023 VET application forms must be returned to Ms Cameron
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SBAT - SCHOOL BASED APPRENTICESHIPS AND
TRAINEESHIPS
Geelong High School offers School Based Traineeships to the most appropriate and suitable applicants. A
part-time School-based Traineeships is usually completed over one to two years by secondary students.
Students are required to complete a minimum of 13 hours of paid work and training per week averaged over
the duration of the SBAT contract. A student can commence a SBAT as early as Year 10. However, in order
to be signed up as a SBAT, the student will be expected to undertake VCE or VCAL program studies in the
subsequent school year/s while completing their SBAT. Up to one school day per week may be allocated to
complete the majority of these hours. The balance of these hours is undertaken after school and/or on the
weekends. These hours can be undertaken during school holidays. Whilst ‘on the job’, students are also
required to complete training modules that are delivered by contracted Registered Training Organisation
(RTO). There is an ever-growing list of available SBATs. Some examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Support
Child Care
Horticulture
Screen & Media
Allied Health
Hospitality
Community Services

Fitness
Companion Animal Services
Sport & Recreation
Equine
Health Services
Baking

These are usually Certificate III qualifications that should be considered as the credit equivalent of studying a
Unit 1/2 or Unit 3/4 subject. They may also attain an ATAR score bonus upon completion of these
qualifications.
The completion of a SBAT may also provide the student with a better chance of gaining a full-time
apprenticeship/traineeship, as the acquisition of transferable, work ready skills, are looked upon favourably
by many potential employers.
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VCE - YEAR 11 & 12
GHS CURRICULUM CONTRIBUTIONS
Curriculum Contributions: (These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome)
Home Group / Positive Education Program: $40.00

$90.00

Curriculum learning items for the Home Group/Positive Education Program. An additional
amount may be charged if students are required to attend an incursion/excursion.
Sports Events: $40.00
Includes events held at Landy Field, Kardinia Swimming Pool, and other local interschool
activities. House Athletics/Swimming Sports is a COMPULSORY school attendance day, as a
Positive Education activity designed for building of team collaboration, character strengths,
and leadership. Students not participating in House Athletics/Swimming Sports are required to
attend on the day as a spectator to support their House Team.
Student ID Card: $10.00
The Student ID Card enables students to access the COMPASS Kiosk for late arrival/early
departure passes, top-up printing credit and to check their timetable and includes a $10.00
printing credit. (Replacement cost is $10.00 for the ID Card only)
Art Marking and Exhibition

Additional Curriculum Resources

$170.00

Biology

Additional Curriculum Resources

$ 50.00

Business Management

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Chemistry

Additional Curriculum Resources

$50.00

Computing

Additional Curriculum Resources

$40.00

English

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

English Literature

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Food Studies

Additional Curriculum Resources

$240.00

Health & Human Development

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

History

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Japanese including Online Subscription

Additional Curriculum Resources

$70.00

Legal Studies

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Foundation Mathematics

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

General Mathematics

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Mathematical Methods

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Media

Additional Curriculum Resources

$30.00

Music Inquiry

Additional Curriculum Resources

$50.00

Music Performance

Additional Curriculum Resources

$50.00

Outdoor & Environmental Studies

Additional Curriculum Resources

$60.00

Physical Education

Additional Curriculum Resources

$60.00

Physics

Additional Curriculum Resources

$50.00

Product Design & Technology Wood

Additional Curriculum Resources

$160.00

Psychology

Additional Curriculum Resources

$40.00

Theatre Studies

Additional Curriculum Resources

$200.00
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Visual Communication & Design

Additional Curriculum Resources

VET Off Campus Contribution

Students studying a VET course not at Geelong
High School

$200.00

VET Dance 1st & 2nd Year

Additional Curriculum Resources

$300.00

Additional Curriculum Resources

$300.00

Additional Curriculum Resources

$350.00

VET Music Industry
Sound Production 1st Year
VET Music Industry
Sound Production 2nd Year

Some VCE subjects have an Edrolo online resource purchase option.
through a third-party provider – Edrolo: edrolo.com.au/activate/zpc-tmh
Online resources
Online and text book

$90.00

This is purchased

$ 30.00
$100.00

Extra-Curricular Items and Activities: Includes activities/excursions, items students own; and User pay
items
Year 11 Chemistry Ecolinc

Ecolinc Excursions Charge

VCE Outdoor & Environmental Studies

Excursions/Activities Change

$740.00

VCE Physical Education

Excursions/Activities Change

$80.00

VCE Vocational Major

Excursions/Activities Change

$350.00

Year 11 Career Explore University &
Expo
Year 12 Career Tertiary Planning
Year 11 & 12 Learning Skills Program
Only students in VCE classes (NOT VCE
Vocational Major) are required to pay this
Charge.

Year 11 Students will attend The Age Careers Expo
and have the opportunity to visit a variety of
universities
Year 12 Students will attend tertiary information
sessions, a guest speaker and complete a variety of
pathway application activities.
This program helps to ensure students are provided
with the important skills and information allowing
them to have a clear definition of expectations and
demands on them in their future. Presented by
Elevate.

Combination Lock: Only purchase if you require a new combination lock in 2023.
School Yearbook

Instrumental Music Program
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS CHOOSING TO
PARTICIPATE IN BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

Music Lessons
(ONLY FOR STUDENTS CHOOSING TO
PARTICIPATE IN BAND, CHOIR or
INSTRUMENTAL).

The Geelong High School Annual Student
Yearbook (Flotsam) is a written and photographic
Record of the school year, produced for the
students. The 2022 Student Yearbook will be
distributed early 2023.
Only students choosing to participate in Band, Choir
or Instrumental Music will be required to pay this
Charge. For further information, please refer to the
Music Handbook or the Director of Music Mr
Andrew Kypriotis.

Students will be required to pay the Music Lessons
Charge prior to commencing any lessons. A
minimum payment of one term in advance is
required.
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$25.00

$ 30.00

$ 10.00

$ 40.00

$ 20.00

$ 25.00

$ 50.00

$ 512.00

Instrument Hire Brass & Woodwind

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 220.00

Students will be required to pay the Instrument Hire
Charge prior to collecting the instrument.

$ 120.00

(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG HIGH
SCHOOL)

Instrument Hire – Violin
(ONLY STUDENTS HIRING AN
INSTRUMENT FROM GEELONG HIGH
SCHOOL)

Other Contributions – Voluntary: (These are suggested amounts; any contribution is welcome)
HAPE Equipment Replacement
Contribution

Supports the ongoing replacement of necessary
sporting equipment provided to all students. Your
contribution is welcome.

$ 10.00

Building Fund

Supports Building Improvements (Tax Deductible
Contribution). We have suggested an amount
$50.00 or units of $10.00 however, any contribution
is welcome.

$ 50.00

Parents and Friends

Parents' and Friends Association meets monthly
prior to the School Council meeting at the school
and is open to all parents, carers and friends of
Geelong High School. Everyone is encouraged to
join this group which is actively involved in various
school activities ranging from discussions about
policy and directions, through to fundraising. We
have suggested an amount of $20.00 or units of
$5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 20.00

Community Support Fund

This fund is to assist Geelong High School families
in crisis situations with food and essential items.
We have suggested an amount of $35.00 or units of
$5.00 however, any contribution is welcome.

$ 35.00
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VCE ARTS
VCE ART MAKING AND EXHIBITING
Unit 1:

Explore, expand and investigate

You will explore art materials, techniques and processes in a range of ways to make art.
You will expand your knowledge and understanding of the characteristics, properties and application of
materials used in art making.
You will also explore the historical development of specific ways of creating art and investigate how the
characteristics, properties and use of materials and techniques have changed over time. Throughout your
investigation you will become aware of and understand the safe handling of materials that you use.
You will explore the different ways artists use materials, techniques and processes.
Your exploration and experimentation with materials and techniques stimulates ideas, inspires different ways
of working and enables a broad understanding of the specific ways to create art. Their exploration and
experimentation is documented in both visual and written form in a Visual Arts journal.
Unit 2: Understand, develop and resolve
You will continue to research how artworks are made by investigating how artists use aesthetic qualities to
represent ideas in artworks. You will broaden your investigation to understand how artworks are displayed to
audiences, and how ideas are represented to communicate meaning.
You will respond to a set theme and progressively develop your own ideas. You will learn how to develop
your ideas using materials, techniques and processes to plan and make finished artworks,
You will begin to understand how exhibitions are planned and designed and how spaces are organised for
exhibitions.
You will also investigate the roles associated with the planning of exhibitions and how artworks are selected
and displayed in specific spaces. This offers you the opportunity to engage with exhibitions, whether they are
in galleries, museums, other exhibition spaces or site-specific spaces.
Unit 3: Collect, extend and connect
You will actively engage in art making using materials, techniques and processes. You will explore contexts,
subject matter and ideas to develop artworks in imaginative and creative ways.
You will use your Visual Arts journal to record your art making. You will record your research of artists,
artworks and collected ideas and document aspects of art making to connect the inspirations and influences
you have researched.
The Visual Arts journal will demonstrate your exploration of contexts, ideas and subject matter and your
understanding of visual language.
You will also document your exploration of and experimentation with materials, techniques and processes.
From the ideas documented in your Visual Arts journal, you will plan and develop artworks.
You will visit a minimum of two exhibitions in either a gallery, museum, other exhibition space or site-specific
space. You will select one exhibition space for study in Unit 3 and a different exhibition space for study in
Unit 4.
You will research the exhibition of artworks in these exhibition spaces and the role a curator has in planning
and writing information about an exhibition.
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Unit 4: Consolidate, present and conserve
You will make connections to the artworks you have made in Unit 3, consolidating and extending your ideas
and art making to further refine and resolve artworks in specific art forms.
The progressive resolution of these artworks is documented in your Visual Arts journal to demonstrate your
developing technical skills in a specific art form as well as your refinement and resolution of subject matter,
ideas, visual language, aesthetic qualities and style. You will also reflect on your selected finished artworks
and evaluate the materials, techniques and processes used to make them.
You will organise the presentation of your finished artworks. You will make decisions on how your artworks
will be displayed, the lighting you may use, and any other considerations you may need to present your
artworks.
You will continue to engage with galleries, museums, other exhibition spaces and site specific spaces and
examine a variety of exhibitions. You will review the methods used and considerations involved in the
presentation, conservation and care of artworks, including the conservation and care of your own artworks.
You will visit or view a minimum of two exhibitions during the current year of study. Exhibitions studied must be
from different art spaces, to give you an understanding of the breadth of artwork in current exhibitions and to
provide a source of inspiration and influence for the artworks they make. You will document these
investigations and reviews of artworks and exhibitions in your Visual Arts journal.
Special Comments:

In VCE Art Marking and Exhibiting, any medium can be studied,
including photography.

These units lead to:

Careers in the visual arts.

For further information, see:

Mrs Veenstra
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VET DANCE
This is a comprehensive and exciting two-year course which aims to prepare young people for further studies
in dance or movement/theatre related courses. Both Geelong High School students and those from a variety
of other schools work together in this subject and receive a nationally recognised qualification at completion,
as well as the contribution towards their ATAR score.
11DA011

Year One

The first year incorporates a dance class each week with a strong focus on developing students’ technique
and dance making skills. Units of competencies include:
•
•
•
•
•

Working effectively with others
Developing basic dance techniques
Following basic safe dance practices
Developing a basic level of physical condition for dance performance
2 x electives in the following styles: jazz, street, contemporary, ballet, tap, cultural

12DA033

Year Two

Second-year students continue to refine their dance technique in two chosen styles. They create and
perform a group ensemble for the Splash Dance Festival, and also learn two solo works by guest
choreographers for the end of year performance exam. Units of competencies include:
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation for performances
Incorporation of artistic expression into basic dance performances
Developing and applying creative arts industry knowledge
Developing audition techniques
2 x electives in the following styles: jazz, street, contemporary, ballet, tap, cultural

Special Comments:

This is a subject for students who have a passion for dance. The
student does not have to be the most flexible or trained dancer.
However, it helps if you are fit and enthusiastic.
Students need to have suitable dance attire.

These units lead to:

A tertiary study in the Performing Arts and full-time dance programs,
particularly Dance and Theatre.

For further information see:

Ms Yee
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VCE MEDIA
ME011

Unit 1 (Media Forms, Representations and Australian stories)

In this unit students develop an understanding of audiences and the core concepts underpinning the
construction of representations and meaning in different media forms. Students analyse how
representations, narrative and media codes and conventions contribute to the construction of the media
realities audiences engage with and read. Through analysing the structure of narratives, students consider
the impact of media creators and institutions on production. They develop research skills to investigate and
analyse selected narratives focusing on the influence of media professionals on production genre and style.
Students develop an understanding of the features of Australian fictional and non-fictional narratives in
different media forms. Students work in a range of media forms and develop and produce representations to
demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics of each media form, and how they contribute to the
communication of meaning.
ME022

Unit 2 (Narrative Across Media Forms)

In this unit students further develop an understanding of the concept of narrative in media products and
forms in different contexts. Narratives in both traditional and newer forms include film, television, sound,
news, print, photography, games, and interactive digital forms. Students analyse the influence of
developments in media technologies on individuals and society, examining in a range of media forms the
effects of media convergence and hybridisation on the design, production and distribution of narratives in the
media and audience engagement, consumption and reception. Students undertake production activities to
design and create narratives that demonstrate an awareness of the structures and media codes and
conventions appropriate to corresponding media forms.
ME033

Unit 3 (Media Narratives and Pre-Production)

In this unit, students explore stories that circulate in society through media narratives. They consider the use
of media codes and conventions to structure meaning, and how this construction is influenced by the social,
cultural, ideological and institutional contexts of production, distribution, consumption and reception.
Students assess how audiences from different periods of time and contexts are engaged by, consume and
read narratives using appropriate media language.
Students use the pre-production stage of the media production process to design the production of a media
product for a specified audience. They investigate a media form that aligns with their interests and intent,
developing an understanding of the media codes and conventions appropriate to audience engagement,
consumption and reception within the selected media form. Students undertake pre-production processes
appropriate to their selected media form and develop written and visual documentation to support the
production and post-production of a media product in Unit 4.
ME034

Unit 4 (Media Production and Issues in the Media)

In this unit students focus on the production and post-production stages of the media production process,
bringing the media production design created in Unit 3 to its realization. They refine their media production in
response to feedback and through personal reflection, documenting the iterations of their production as they
work towards completion. Students explore the relationship between the media and audiences, focusing on
the opportunities and challenges afforded by current developments in the media industry. They consider the
nature of communication between the media and audiences, explore the capacity of the media to be used by
governments, institutions and audiences, and analyze the role of the Australian government in regulating the
media.
These units lead to:

A useful introduction to courses such as Deakin—Arts (Media or
Journalism); Latrobe University—Arts (Media Studies); RMIT—Arts (Media
Studies or Journalism); Swinburne—Arts (Media and Communications);
VUT—Arts (Multimedia)-Victorian College of the Arts (Film & Television)

For further information, see:

Mr Foss
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VCE MUSIC PERFORMANCE
MC011

Unit 1 (Organisation of music)

In this unit students explore and develop their understanding of how music is organised. By performing,
creating, analysing and responding to music works that exhibit different approaches, students explore and
develop their understanding of the possibilities of musical organisation.
They prepare and perform ensemble and/or solo musical works to develop technical control, expression and
stylistic understanding on their chosen instrument/sound source. At least two works should be associated
with their study of approaches to music organisation.
They create (arrange, compose or improvise) short music exercises that reflect their understanding of the
organisation of music and the processes they have studied.
They develop knowledge of music language concepts as they analyse and respond to a range of music,
becoming familiar with the ways music creators treat elements of music and concepts and use compositional
devices to create works that communicate their ideas.
MC012

Unit 2 (Effect in music)

In this unit, students focus on the way music can be used to create an intended effect. By performing,
analysing and responding to music works/examples that create different effects, students explore and
develop their understanding of the possibilities of how effect can be created. Through creating their own
music, they reflect this exploration and understanding.
Students prepare and perform ensemble and/or solo musical works to develop technical control, expression
and stylistic understanding using their chosen instrument/sound source. They should perform at least one
work to convey a specified effect and demonstrate this in performance.
They create (arrange, compose or improvise) short music exercises that reflect their understanding of the
organisation of music and the processes they have studied.
As they analyse and respond to a wide range of music, they become familiar with the ways music creators
treat elements and concepts of music and use compositional devices to create works that communicate their
ideas. They continue to develop their understanding of common musical language concepts by identifying,
recreating and notating these concepts.

VCE MUSIC INQUIRY
MC

Unit 3 (Music Inquiry)

This study offers pathways for students whose main interest is a combination of performing,
composing/arranging and investigating music through music making, analysing and responding in relation to
their particular interests. It recognises that music is frequently a collaborative art where students work with
others, and at other times individually.
Music making is a collective and integrated experience. It involves composing, arranging, interpreting,
reimagining, improvising, recreating, performing and critiquing music in an informed manner. All these
activities involve active engagement in imaginative music making, responding and remaking. Students
perform and compose/arrange music to demonstrate musical influences of an existing style and/or performer
in relation to their own works and the works of others.
Students develop aural skills by responding to music from a range of sources across time and place,
comparing their music characteristics. They analyse music works and/or styles and explore how they have
influenced subsequent music makers, including students’ own works. They develop an understanding of how
the treatment of music elements, concepts and compositional devices in one work and/or style can be
identified and explained in the works of others, leading to a reflection on their own music making.
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MC

Unit 4 (Project)

In this unit, students deepen their understanding of the influence of music by considering it at a personal
level. They move from considering and reflecting on the influences in the works of others to applying new
understandings of influence in their own music making. They are increasingly able to deliberate on and
articulate their thinking and choices.
Their music making continues to focus on integrated music experiences and they become increasingly
autonomous and self-directed after the modelling they experienced in Unit 3.
Students perform music to demonstrate musical influences of an existing style and/or performer on their own
works, and they create/arrange short music works that include identifiable influences from an existing
work/performer/style, which they are able to explain.
Students develop aural skills by responding to music from a range of sources across time and place,
comparing their music characteristics. They analyse music works and/or styles and explore how they have
influenced their own music making. They develop an understanding of how the treatment of music elements,
concepts and compositional devices in one work and/or style can be identified and explained in their own
works.
Students choose their own Area of Investigation. This may be:
•
•
•
•

a style
a performer
a creator
a musical genre.

Students analyse at least two works from their chosen Area of Investigation. They discuss how the treatment
of music elements, concepts and compositional devices in these works influence their own musical output.
They describe the connections between these works and their own music making.
They perform on their chosen instrument. The works performed will come from their chosen area of
investigation. They create/arrange a music work. The work should demonstrate direct connections to the
chosen Area of Investigation.
Students continue to respond to a wide variety of music excerpts from a range of different music traditions,
times and locations. In their responses, they continue to develop skills in identifying and describing
similarities and differences between musical approaches.
Special Comments:

All students should have a minimum of three years’ experience prior
to Year 11 on a musical instrument. This includes the study of voice.
The ability to read and notate music is essential. Students are
required to have a weekly private lesson on their chosen instrument.

These units lead to:

Musician, Sound Engineer, Composer, Conductor, Teacher, and
Arranger.

For further information, see:

Mr Andrew Kypriotis
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VET MUSIC INDUSTRY – SOUND PRODUCTION
Music Industry (Sound Production) is offered to students under the auspices of the College of Sound and
Music Production (RTO #41549). This qualification is for students who have an interest in music and sound
production and are keen to develop skills in a range of areas such as recording, mixing and sound editing.
Sound Production Specialisation provides students with the practical skills and knowledge to record, mix and
edit sound sources, and operate sound reinforcement equipment for live music events. The program
includes core units such as implementing copyright arrangements, performing basic sound editing and
developing music industry knowledge. Elective units provide students with the opportunity to learn the
essentials of audio engineering and electronic music production. Students will gain competencies that will
enhance their employment opportunities within the music industry, and a recognised qualification that will
assist them in making a more informed choice when considering vocational and career pathways.
11MI011

Year One

In the first year, Music Industry Sound Production classes focus on introducing students to practical
experience in using a range of studio and live equipment as well as preparing them for work in the
professional music industry. Units completed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop basic audio skills and knowledge
Perform basic sound editing
Apply knowledge of style and genre to music industry practice
Work effectively in the music industry
Implement copyright arrangements
Contribute to health and safety of self and others

11MI011

Year Two

In second year, Music Industry Sound Production students continue to focus on studio based recording and
the presentation of live music. Students work in the studio to record and prepare a demo recording of a
group and also work to arrange and present a live concert, focussing on the management and technical
aspects of sound reinforcement. Students work on an independent level to consolidate their practical skills as
well as developing important life skills such as teamwork, professional relationships and time management.
Units completed include:
•
•
•
•
•

Operate sound reinforcement systems
Mix music in a studio environment
Record and mix a basic music demo
Manage audio input sources
Install and disassemble audio equipment

These units lead to:

Certificate IV in Music Industry
Diploma of Music Industry
Advanced Diploma of Music Industry

For further information, see:

Mr Crowe
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VCE THEATRE STUDIES
TS011

Unit 1 (Pre-Modern Theatre)

This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design in relation to theatre styles from the premodern era, that is, works prior to the 1920s. pre-modern theatre styles that can be studied during this unit
include; Ancient Greek theatre, Medieval theatre, Commedia dell’Arte, Elizabethan theatre, Neo-classical
theatre and Naturalism/Realism. Students focus on at least three of these pre-modern styles as they work
collaboratively to interpret scripts for performance in a creative and imaginative way. Students begin to
develop their performance analysis skills as they view and analyse how a professional production team
interprets a script for a live theatre performance.
TS022

Unit 2 (Modern Theatre)

This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design in relation to theatre styles from the
modern era, that is, works from the 1920’s to present. Modern theatre styles that can be studied during this
unit include Epic theatre, Constructivist theatre, Theatre of the Absurd, Theatre of Cruelty, Feminist theatre,
Physical theatre, Verbatim theatre, Musical theatre and Eclectic theatre (a contemporary theatre that
incorporates a range of theatrical styles). Students focus on at least three of these modern styles as they
develop knowledge and skills about the theatre production process, including dramaturgy, planning,
development and final presentation. Students continue to enhance their skills in performance analysis
through viewing a professional theatre production in which they analyse and evaluate how the production
team have manipulated areas of stagecraft for a dramatic interpretation.
TS033

Unit 3 (Playscript Interpretation)

In this unit, students develop an interpretation of a playscript through the stages of the theatre production
process: planning, development and presentation. Students specialise in two production roles, working
collaboratively, creatively and imaginatively to realise the production of a script. They use knowledge
developed during this area of study to analyse and evaluate the ways work in production roles can be used
to interpret script excerpts previously unstudied. Students develop knowledge of the elements of theatre
composition, and safe and ethical working practices in the theatre and apply these to their own works.
Students also attend a performance selected from the prescribed VCE Theatre Studies Unit 3 Playlist
published annually on the VCAA website, and analyse and evaluate the interpretation of the script in
performance.
TS034

Unit 4 (Performance Interpretation)

In this unit, students study a scene and associated monologue from the prescribed monologue list published
annually on the VCAA website. Initially, students develop an interpretation of the prescribed scene through
exploring theatrical possibilities and using dramaturgy across the three stages of the production process.
Students then develop a creative and imaginative interpretation of the monologue that is embedded in the
specified scene. To realise their interpretation, they work in production roles as an actor and director, or as a
designer. This work is supported by an analysis of a professional performance that students attend. The
performance must be selected from the VCE Theatre Studies Unit 4 Playlist which is published annually on
the VCAA website. Students analyse and evaluate acting, direction and design, and the use of theatre
technologies, as appropriate to the production.
These units lead to:

A tertiary study in the Performing Arts, particularly Drama and
Theatre, Theatre Technologies work, Teaching, Performing Arts
Administration Exhibitions, any line of work involving creativity and
communication skills.

For further information, see:

Ms Kirk
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VCE VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
VC011

Unit 1 (Introduction to Visual Communication Design)

In this unit, you will learn about technical drawing, rendering techniques, how to draw from observation and
how to develop a design folio. You will apply different drawing techniques, draw in two and three dimensions
and investigate design movements.
You will work through the design process, starting with a design brief and finishing with final presentations.
VC022

Unit 2 (Applications of Visual Communication Design)

In this unit, you will use visualisation drawings to develop images, learn how to communicate to specific
audiences and learn how professional designers do this successfully. You will investigate typography and
how it is used in design. In response to a brief, you will research, generate and develop concepts to create
design solutions All work will be presented in a visual diary.
VC033

Unit 3 (Design Thinking and Practice)

In this unit, you will create visual communications for specific contexts, purposes and audiences that are that
are informed by their analysis of existing visual communications.
You will also have to complete two written tasks. The first task requires you to analyse existing examples of
design. The second task requires you to study the methods of a professional designer.
VC034

Unit 4 (Design Development and Presentation)

In this unit, you will produce a folio of work based on a topic of your own choice. You will write a design brief
indicating the communication need and work through the design process to produce a creative and thorough
developmental folio. You will produce two finished pieces of work that satisfy the intended communication
need. This may include model making and computer generated imagery.
Special Comments:

We recommend that students complete Units 1 & 2 before Units 3 & 4.

These units lead to:

Architect, Architectural, Consultant/Designer, Building Conservation,
Environmental Architect, Design Engineer or Consultant, Graphic
Artist, Desktop Publishing, Advertising, Interior Designer, Fashion
Designer.

For further information, see:

Mr Simondson
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VCE ENGLISH
VCE ENGLISH
The study of English contributes to the development of literate individuals capable of critical and creative
thinking, aesthetic appreciation and creativity. This study also develops students’ ability to create and
analyse texts, moving from interpretation to reflection and critical analysis.
Through engagement with texts from the contemporary world and from the past, and using texts from
Australia and from other cultures, students studying English become confident, articulate and critically aware
communicators and further develop a sense of themselves, their world and their place within it. English helps
equip students for participation in a democratic society and the global community.
Students who choose English Literature or Language should carefully consider including English Core in
their selections. These subjects help support attainment in each other, and many students who have a
strength in one can use this strength to enhance overall outcomes.
EN011

Unit 1

In this unit, students read and respond to texts analytically and creatively. They analyse arguments and the
use of persuasive language in texts and create their own texts intended to position audiences.
Students develop their skills in creating written, spoken and multimodal texts.
EN012

Unit 2

In this unit, students compare the presentation of ideas, issues and themes in texts. They analyse arguments
presented and the use of persuasive language in texts and create their own texts intended to position
audiences.
Students develop their skills in creating written, spoken and multimodal texts.
EN013

Unit 3

In this unit, students read and respond to texts analytically and creatively. They analyse arguments and the
use of persuasive language in texts.
EN014

Unit 4

In this unit, students compare the presentation of ideas, issues and themes in texts. They create an oral
presentation intended to position audiences about an issue currently debated in the media.
Special Comments:

Satisfactory completion of three units is necessary to meet the
requirements of VCE. To obtain an ATAR score, Units 3 & 4 (English,
English Language or English Literature) and one other unit must be
satisfactorily completed.

These units lead to:

Satisfactory completion of English is a pre-requisite for many tertiary
courses and careers. Most post-secondary courses require a
minimum Study Score of 25 in English.

For further information, see:

Miss Shipp
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VCE ENGLISH LITERATURE
The study of literature focuses on the enjoyment and appreciation of reading that arises from discussion,
debate and the challenge of exploring the meanings of literary texts. Students reflect on their interpretations
and those of others. The study is based on the premise that meaning is derived from the relationship between
the text, the context in which it was produced and the experience of life and literature the reader brings to the
texts. Accordingly, the study encompasses texts that vary in form and range from past to contemporary social
and cultural contexts. Students learn to understand that texts are constructions, to consider the complexity of
language and to recognise the influence of contexts and form. The study of literature encourages independent
and critical thinking in students' analytical and creative responses to texts, which will assist students in the
workforce and in future academic study.
LI011 Unit 1

Area of Study 1: Reading Practices
In this area of study, students consider how language, structure and stylistic choices are used in different
literary forms and types of text. They consider both print and non-print texts, reflecting on the contribution of
form and style to meaning. Students reflect on the degree to which points of view, experiences and contexts
shape their own and others’ interpretations of text. Students closely examine the literary forms, features and
language of texts. They begin to identify and explore textual details, including language and features, to
develop a close analysis response to a text.

Area of Study 2: Literary Movements and Genres
In this area of study, students explore the concerns, ideas, style and conventions common to a distinctive
type of literature seen in literary movements or genres. Examples of these groupings include literary
movements and/or genres such as modernism, epic, tragedy and magic realism, as well as more popular, or
mainstream, genres and subgenres such as crime, romance and science fiction. Students explore texts from
the selected movement or genre, identifying and examining attributes, patterns and similarities that locate
each text within that grouping. Students engage with the ideas and concerns shared by the texts through
language, settings, narrative structures and characterisation, and they experiment with the assumptions and
representations embedded in the texts.
LI012 Unit 2
Area of Study 1: Voices of Country
In this area of study, students explore the voices, perspectives and knowledge of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander authors and creators. They consider the interconnectedness of place, culture and identity through
the experiences, texts and voices of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, including connections to
Country, the impact of colonisation and its ongoing consequences, and issues of reconciliation and
reclamation. Students examine representations of culture and identity in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples’ texts and the ways in which these texts present voices and perspectives that explore and challenge
assumptions and stereotypes arising from colonisation. Students acknowledge and reflect on a range of
Australian views and values (including their own) through a text(s). Within that exploration, students consider
stories about the Australian landscape and culture.
Area of Study 2: The Text in its Context
In this area of study, students focus on the text and its historical, social and cultural context. Students reflect
on representations of a specific time period and/or culture within a text. Students explore the text to
understand its point of view and what it reflects or comments on. They identify the language and the
representations in the text that reflect the specific time period and/or culture, its ideas and concepts.
Students develop an understanding that contextual meaning is already implicitly or explicitly inscribed in a
text and that textual details and structures can be scrutinised to illustrate its significance. Students develop
the ability to analyse language closely, recognising that words have historical and cultural import.
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LI013

Unit 3 (Form and Transformation)

Area of Study 1: Adaptations and Transformations
In this unit, students consider how the form of a text affects meaning, and how writers construct their texts.
They investigate ways writers adapt and transform texts and how meaning is affected as texts are adapted
and transformed. They consider how the perspectives of those adapting texts may inform or influence the
adaptations. Students draw on their study of adaptations and transformations to develop creative responses
to texts. Students develop their skills in communicating ideas in both written and oral forms.
Area of Study 2: Developing Interpretations
In this area of study, students explore the different ways we can read and understand a text by developing,
considering and comparing interpretations of a set text. Students first develop their own interpretations of a
set text, analysing how ideas, views and values are presented in a text, and the ways these are endorsed,
challenged and/or marginalised through literary forms, features and language. Students then explore a
supplementary reading that can enrich, challenge and/or contest the ideas and the views, values and
assumptions of the set text to further enhance the students’ understanding. Informed by the supplementary
reading, students develop a second interpretation of the same text, reflecting an enhanced appreciation and
understanding of the text. They then apply this understanding to key moments from the text, supporting their
work with considered textual evidence.
LI014 Unit 4 (Interpreting Texts)
Area of Study 1: Creative Responses to Texts
In this area of study, students focus on the imaginative techniques used for creating and recreating a literary
work. Students use their knowledge of how the meaning of texts can change as context and form change to
construct their own creative transformations of texts. They learn how authors develop representations of
people and places, and they develop an understanding of language, voice, form and structure. Students
draw inferences from the original text in order to create their own writing. In their adaptation of the tone and
the style of the original text, students develop an understanding of the views and values explored. Students
develop an understanding of the various ways in which authors craft texts. They reflect critically on the
literary form, features and language of a text, and discuss their own responses as they relate to the text,
including the purpose and context of their creations.
Area of Study 2: Close Analysis of Texts
In this area of study, students focus on a detailed scrutiny of the language, style, concerns and
construction of texts. Students attend closely to textual details to examine the ways specific passages in
a text contribute to their overall understanding of the whole text. Students consider literary forms,
features and language, and the views and values of the text. They write expressively to develop a close
analysis, using detailed references to the text.
Special Comments:

Satisfactory completion of three units is necessary to meet the
requirements of VCE. To obtain an ATAR score, Units 3 & 4
(English, English Language or English Literature) and one other
unit must be satisfactorily completed.

These units lead to:

Any career which involves reading, writing and dealing with
people such as Journalism, Law, Media, Politics, Teaching, Public
Relations, Publishing, Acting, Film Production and Social Work.

For further information, see:

Miss Shipp
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VCE HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
VCE HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
HH011

Unit 1 (Health and Development of Australia’s Youth)

This unit looks at health and well-being as a concept; with varied and evolving perspectives and definitions;
subject to a wide range of contexts and influences, with different meanings for different people. With a focus
on youth, students identify personal perspectives and priorities relating to health and well-being, and enquiry
into factors that influence health attitudes, beliefs and practices. Students look at the complex interplay of
influences on health and well-being and the indicators used to measure and evaluate health status.
HH022

Unit 2 (Individual Human Development and Health Issues)

A major focus is the transitions in health and well-being, and development, from lifespan and societal
perspective. Students look at changes and expectations that are part of the progression from youth to
adulthood. Health literacy skills are applied through an examination of adulthood as a time of increasing
independence and responsibility, involving the establishment of long-term relationships, possible parenthood
and management of health-related milestones and changes.
HH033

Unit 3 (Australia’s Health in a Globalised World)

This unit looks at health, wellbeing and illness as multidimensional, dynamic and subject to different
Interpretations, and contexts. Students begin to explore health and well-being as a global concept and to
take a broader approach to inquiry. As they consider the benefits of optimal health and well-being and its
importance as an individual and a collective resource, their thinking extends to health as a universal right.
Students look at the fundamental conditions required for health improvement, as stated by the World Health
Organization (WHO). They use this knowledge as a background to their analysis and evaluation of variations
in the health status of Australians. Area of Study 2 focuses on health promotion and improvements in
population health over time. Students look at various public health approaches and the interdependence of
different models as they research health improvements and evaluate successful programs. While the
emphasis is on the Australian health system, the progression of change in public health approaches should
be seen within a global context.
HH034 Unit 4 (Health and Human Development in a Global Context)
This unit examines health and well-being, and human development in a global context. Students use data to
investigate health status and burden of disease in different countries, exploring factors that contribute to
health inequalities between and within countries, including the physical, social and economic conditions in
which people live. Students build their understanding of health in a global context through examining
changes in the burden of disease over time and studying the key concepts of sustainability and human
development. They consider the health implications of increased globalisation and worldwide trends relating
to climate change, digital technologies, world trade and the mass movement of people. Area of Study 2 looks
at global action to improve health and well-being and human development, focusing on the United Nations’
(UN’s) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the work of the World Health Organization (WHO).
Students also investigate the role of non-government organisations and Australia’s overseas aid program.
Students evaluate the effectiveness of health initiatives and programs in a global context and reflect on their
capacity to take action.
Special Comments:
A variety of learning approaches is used throughout Units 1 - 4
including discussion groups, community investigation, surveys and
observations, the internet, guest speakers, videos, DVDs and CDs,
multimedia and class work involving the use of textbook and media
articles.
These units lead to:

Community worker, social and welfare studies, health promotion
officer, police officer, nursing, human movement, sports coach, fitness
instructor, child care, youth worker, occupational therapy, health
sciences, physiotherapy, family counsellor.

For further information, see:

Mrs Neal or Mrs Vanderkley
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VCE OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
OS011

Unit 1 (Exploring Outdoor Experiences)

This unit explores the range of motivations for seeking outdoor experiences and risks associated when
participating in various types of outdoor environments. A variety of different types of environments are
investigated. Students learn to engage in safe participation in outdoor experiences and develop practical
skills relating to minimal impact to the environment when participating in the outdoors.
Students also study how people experience, know and respond to outdoor environments, how the media
portrays outdoor environments and rationales for codes of conducts protecting outdoor environments.
Practical experiences such as the Coastal Camp and the Bushwalk provide students with the opportunity to
learn and understand various ways of encountering and understanding nature. Students consider factors that
affect access to outdoor experiences and different technological advancements used in exploring outdoor
environments.
OS022

Unit 2 (Discovering Outdoor Environments)

This area of study introduces students to the characteristics of a variety of outdoor environments, including
those visited during the practical outdoor experiences such as Snow Camp. Students undertake case studies
of different types of outdoor environments so they can observe and experience how changes to nature affect
people. They develop appropriate practical skills for safe and sustainable participation in outdoor
experiences and for investigations into various outdoor environments. Students will also focus on human
activities undertaken in outdoor environments and their impacts on those environments both positive and
negative.
OS033

Unit 3 (Relationships with Outdoor Environments)

The focus of Unit 3 is the ecological, historical and social contexts of relationships between humans and
outdoor environments in Australia. Case studies of impacts on outdoor environments are examined in the
context of the changing nature of human relationships with outdoor environments in Australia. Students
consider a number of factors that influence contemporary relationships with outdoor environments. They also
examine the dynamic nature of relationships between humans and their environment.
OS034

Unit 4 (Sustainable Outdoor Relationships)

In Unit 4 students explore the sustainable use and management of outdoor environments. They examine the
contemporary state of environments in Australia, consider the importance of healthy outdoor environments,
and examine issues in relation to the capacity of outdoor environments to support the future needs of the
Australian society.
Students examine the importance of developing a balance between human needs and the conservation of
outdoor environments and consider the skills needed to be environmentally responsible citizens. They
investigate current agreements and environmental legislation, as well as management strategies and
policies for achieving and maintaining healthy and sustainable environments in contemporary Australian
society.
Students will be expected to engage in one or more related experiences in outdoor environments. They learn
and apply practical skills and knowledge required to sustain healthy outdoor environments and evaluate the
strategies and actions they employ. Through these practical experiences, students are provided with the
basis for comparison and reflection, and opportunities to develop and apply theoretical knowledge about
outdoor environments. Practical experiences include surfing, bushwalking, rock-climbing / abseiling, crosscountry skiing, downhill skiing or snowboarding.
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Special Comments:

Outdoor and Environmental studies is a study of the way humans interact
with and relate to natural environments. Active outdoor pursuits provide the
means for students to develop experiential knowledge of natural
environments.

Excursions:

These units will have a range of outdoor activities such as Bushwalking
Camps, Rock Climbing, Mountain Biking, Canoeing, Surfing, Snorkelling and
Skiing or Snow Boarding.

These units lead to:

Careers in outdoor education, physical education, forest management,
Department of conservation and natural resources.

For further information, see: Mr Molloy or Mr Gemmill

VCE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PE011

Unit 1 (The Human Body in Motion)

In this unit, students explore how the musculoskeletal and cardio respiratory systems work together to
produce movement. Through practical activities, students explore the relationships between body systems
and physical activity, sport and exercise and how the system adapt and adjust to the demands of the activity.
PE022

Unit 2 (Physical Activity, Sport and Society)

This unit develops a student’s understanding of physical activity, sport and society from a participating
perspective. Students are introduced to different types of physical activity and the role participation plays in
physical activity and sedentary behaviour, in regards to their own health and well-being (as well as in other
people’s lives). Through a series of practical activities, students experience and explore different types of
physical activity promoted in their own and different population groups.
PE033

Unit 3 (Physiological and Participatory Perspectives of Physical Activity)

This unit introduces students to the biomechanical and skill acquisition principles used to analyse human
movement skills and energy production. Students will be involved in a variety of practical laboratories. These
are designed to investigate how a skill is learnt, practiced and classified as well as how to successfully apply
biomechanical principles to improve and refine sporting performance. Students also investigate the relative
contribution and interplay of the three energy systems during particular sporting activities. The causes of
fatigue during exercise are explored, as well as the most appropriate and effective methods of recovery.
During Unit 3 students will be involved in excursions to Deakin University Exercise and Sports Science
facilities.
PE034

Unit 4 (Enhancing Physical Performance)

In this Unit students analyse performance from a physiological and psychological perspective. They will
complete fitness testing and apply relevant training principles and methods to improve physical activity
performance at an individual, club and elite level. Students will complete a skills analysis designed to
determine the requirements of an activity, before designing an evaluating an effective training program.
Practically, students will participate in a variety of training methods designed to improve or maintain fitness
and will study the training adaptations an individual would expect to see as a result of such training.
Physiological, nutritional and psychological strategies athletes use to prepare and recover from physical
activities and sports will also be investigated.
Special Comments:

Physical Education is approximately 70% theory and 30% practical.

These units lead to:

Careers in physical education include sports administration, fitness
leadership, TAFE Certificate II in Sport and Recreation.

For further information, see:

Mr Meadows, Mr Antonac, Mr Batters
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VCE HUMANITIES
VCE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BM011

Unit 1 (Planning a Business)

Taking a business idea and planning how to make it a reality are the cornerstones of economic and social
development. In this unit, students explore the factors affecting business ideas and the internal and external
environments within which businesses operate, and the effect of these on planning a business.
BM022

Unit 2 (Establishing a Business)

This unit focuses on the establishment phase of a business’s life. In this unit, students examine the legal
requirements that must be satisfied to establish a business. They investigate the essential features of
effective marketing and consider the best way to meet the needs of the business in terms of staffing and
financial record keeping. Students analyse various management practices in this area by applying this
knowledge to contemporary business case studies from the past four years.
BM033

Unit 3 (Managing a Business)

In this unit, students explore the key processes and issues concerned with managing a business efficiently
and effectively to achieve the business objectives. Students examine the different types of businesses and
their respective objectives. They consider corporate culture, management styles, management skills and the
relationship between each of these. Students investigate strategies to manage both staff and business
operations to meet objectives. Students develop an understanding of the complexity and challenge of
managing businesses and through the use of contemporary business case studies from the past four years
have the opportunity to compare theoretical perspectives with current practice.
BM034

Unit 4 (Transforming a Business)

Businesses are under constant pressure to adapt and change to meet their objectives. In this unit, students
consider the importance of reviewing key performance indicators to determine current performance and the
strategic management necessary to position a business for the future. Students study a theoretical model to
undertake change and consider a variety of strategies to manage change in the most efficient and effective
way to improve business performance. They investigate the importance of leadership in change
management. Using a contemporary business case study from the past four years, students evaluate
business practice against the theory.
Special Comments:

Year 11 students will have the opportunity to run their own business.
Year 12 students will visit one or two local businesses. Students will
benefit from maintaining an awareness of current business issues.

These units lead to:

Business, Arts, Commerce, Education, TAFE courses including
Traineeships, Employment in retailing, Local Government,
Commercial Banking, Marketing, Hospitality, and Small Business.

For further information, see:

Ms Yee or Ms Jacques
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VCE HISTORY
HI031

Unit 1 (Twentieth Century History 1918—1939)

This unit focuses on significant changes that occurred in selected areas of the world in the first half of the
20th Century. It considers the effects of the changes in people's lifestyles, and also their responses to the
changes. Areas of study include a focus on ideology and conflict and social and cultural change. Students
will:
•
•
•
•
HI042

develop an understanding of change, continuity and the causes and effects of change
acquire knowledge of key events, and circumstances in the first half of the 20th century
develop skill in analysing historical data
develop an appreciation of different views of the past
Unit 2 (Twentieth Century History 1945—2000)

This unit is based on an examination of the increasing interplay between domestic and regional events and
international developments. It includes the study of major themes of post-WWII history such as competing
ideologies during the Cold War era and how existing political and social orders were challenged by
movements and individuals.
HI133

Unit 3 (American Revolution (1754 - 17) HI134

Unit 4 (Russian Revolution (1896 - 1927)

These units focus on revolutions and the processes that took place to break traditional regimes and establish
new arrangements for the social, political and economic organisation. The two revolutions studied are the
American Revolution (1754 - 1789) and the Russian Revolution (1896 - 1927). Revolutions in history have
been reconsidered and debated by historians. These units consider different perspectives and the reasons
why different groups have made different judgements of the history of the revolutions. The two areas of study
for each revolution are Causes of Revolution and Consequences of Revolution.
Special Comments:

Students will learn about similarities between past and present global
conflicts.

These units lead to:

A tertiary study in the Humanities or Education.

For further information, see:

Mr Brentnall or Ms O’Keefe
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VCE LEGAL STUDIES
LS011

Unit 1 (Guilt and Liability)

Criminal law and civil law aim to achieve social cohesion and protect the rights of individuals. Criminal law is
aimed at maintaining social order and infringing criminal law can result in charges. Civil law deals with the
infringement of a person’s or group’s rights and breaching civil law can result in litigation. In this unit,
students develop an understanding of legal foundations, such as the different types and sources of law and
the existence of a court hierarchy in Victoria.
Students investigate key concepts of criminal law and civil law and apply these to actual and/or hypothetical
scenarios to determine whether an accused may be found guilty of a crime, or liable in a civil dispute. In
doing so, students develop an appreciation of the way in which legal principles and information are used in
making reasoned judgments and conclusions about the culpability of an accused and the liability of a party in
a civil dispute.
LS022

Unit 2 (Sanctions, Remedies and Rights)

Criminal law and civil law aim to protect the rights of individuals. When rights are infringed, a case or dispute
may arise which needs to be determined or resolved, and sanctions or remedies may be imposed. This unit
focuses on the enforcement of criminal law and civil law, the methods and institutions that may be used to
determine a criminal case or resolve a civil dispute, and the purposes and types of sanctions and remedies
and their effectiveness.
Students undertake a detailed investigation of two criminal cases and two civil cases from the past four years
to form a judgment about the ability of sanctions and remedies to achieve the principles of justice. Students
develop their understanding of the way rights are protected in Australia and in another country, and possible
reforms to the protection of rights. They examine a significant case in relation to the protection of rights in
Australia.
LS033

Unit 3 (Rights and Justice)

The Victorian justice system, which includes the criminal and civil justice systems, aims to protect the rights
of individuals and uphold the principles of justice: fairness, equality and access. In this unit, students
examine the methods and institutions in the justice system and consider their appropriateness in determining
criminal cases and resolving civil disputes.
Students consider the Magistrates’ Court, County Court and Supreme Court within the Victorian court
hierarchy, as well as other Victorian legal institutions and bodies available to assist with cases. Students
explore matters such as the rights available to an accused and to victims in the criminal justice system, the
roles of the judge, jury, legal practitioners and the parties, and the ability of sanctions and remedies to
achieve their purposes. Students investigate the extent to which the principles of justice are upheld in the
justice system. They discuss recent reforms from the past four years and recommend reforms to enhance
the ability of the justice system to achieve the principles of justice. Throughout this unit, students apply legal
reasoning and information to actual and/or hypothetical scenarios.
LS034

Unit 4 (The People and the Law)

The study of Australia’s laws and legal system involves an understanding of institutions that make and
reform our laws, and the relationship between the Australian people, the Australian Constitution and lawmaking bodies. In this unit, students explore how the Australian Constitution establishes the law-making
powers of the Commonwealth and state parliaments and protects the Australian people through structures
that act as a check on Parliament in law-making.
Students develop an understanding of the significance of the High Court in protecting and interpreting the
Australian Constitution. They investigate parliament and the courts, and the relationship between the two in
law-making, and consider the roles of the individual, the media and law reform bodies in influencing law
reform. Throughout this unit, students apply legal reasoning and information to actual scenarios.
These units lead to:

Tertiary studies in Commerce and Law, Police Studies.

For further information, see:

Mr Ayerbe
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VCE LANGUAGES
VCE JAPANESE
LO461

Unit 1

In this unit, students study three different themes and complete three assessment tasks. The unit comprises
an oral task such as an informal conversation or oral presentation, a written task such as a letter or article, a
reading comprehension task and a listening comprehension. Grammatical structures from previous years will
be revised and emphasis placed on gaining a firm grasp of simple, but sound, sentence structures.
LO462

Unit 2

This unit builds on the students’ ability to produce more personal and creative Japanese. More complex
sentence structures and points of word order are covered, and a wider vocabulary expected. At least three
different topics are studied and students are expected to complete three assessment tasks: one oral, such
as a role-play or interview, one written piece, such as a personal account or short-story, a listening
comprehension and a reading comprehension.
LO463

Unit 3

This unit aims to increase the fluency in spoken language and authenticity in written expression. Students
are expected to develop their capacity for writing more persuasive, evaluative and informative texts. Three
tasks must be completed: a 500 ji personal or imaginative written piece; a response to specific questions,
messages or instructions, extracting and using information requested; and a three- to four-minute role-play,
focusing on the resolution of an issue.
LO464

Unit 4

Much emphasis is placed on oral communication in this unit. Preparation for the oral and written
examinations is the main focus at this stage of the course. Highly complex sentence structures are expected
in students’ writing, and a wide vocabulary is expected at this level in speaking and writing. Three tasks need
to be completed: a response to specific questions, messages or instructions, extracting and using
information requested; a 600 ji informative, persuasive or evaluative written response (for example, report,
comparison or review); and a three- to four-minute interview on an issue related to texts studied.
Special Comments:

Year 10 Japanese is required. Many opportunities exist to go on
exchange or scholarship to Japan. Various linguistic and cultural
activities are offered during the course

These units lead to:

Employment in interpreting, business, trade, tourism, banking,
technology and education.

For further information, see:

Ms Jacques
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VCE MATHEMATICS
VCE FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS
Foundation Mathematics Units 1 & 2 is a VCE mathematical subject designed for students who wish to
develop their numeracy within real contexts for a range of workplaces, their personal finances, and
community settings. These students have completed Year 10 Foundation Maths or Year 10 Core Maths
In Foundation Mathematics there is a strong emphasis on the use of mathematics in practical contexts
encountered in everyday life in the community, at work and study.
MA101

Unit 1

MA102

Unit 2

The areas of study for Units 1 & 2 of Foundation Mathematics are:
•

•

•
•

Algebra, Number and Structure: In this area of study, students explore fractions, decimals and
percentages in real-world contexts. They refine their skills in estimation and approximation, and
apply rates, ratios and percentages to solve problems.
Data Analysis, Probability and Statistics: In this area of study, students collect data and make data
representations with diagrams, graphs, charts and tables. They investigate statistics in the media
and make accurate interpretations to communicate their findings.
Financial and Consumer Mathematics: In this area of study, students apply numerical skills and
processes in relation to the understanding of personal, local and national financial matters.
Space and Measurement: In this area of study, students explore the use and application of the
metric system and related measurements in a variety of domestic, societal, industrial and
commercial contexts. They also develop their skills in the understanding of time, timetables and
schedules.

Assessment of Units 1 & 2 will be based upon the testing of mathematical skills and problem-solving tasks
centred around practical, real-life situations.
MA103

Unit 3

MA104

Unit 4

The areas of study for Units 3 & 4 of Foundation Mathematics are:
•

•

•

•

Algebra, Number and Structure: In this area of study, students explore the representation of formal
mathematical expressions and processes to solve practical problems in community, business and
industry contexts.
Data Analysis. Probability and Statistics: In this area of study, students critically reflect on statistical
data and the implications of this data in business and the media. They explore chance involved in
gambling.
Financial and Consumer Mathematics: In this area of study, students apply known formula to
personal, local, national and global finance. This includes the exploration of mortgage loans vs
rentals, investments, credit cards, taxation systems, GST and BAS statements for business and
financial risk.
Space and Measurement: In this area of study, students explore the use of the metric system in
various contexts, such as geometric constructions, enlarging and reducing using scaling techniques,
measurement of compound shapes (including perimeter, area, surface area and volume) and the
calibration and error in measurement.

Assessment of Units 3 & 4 will be based on school-based assessment tasks and projects (including
mathematical investigations) worth 60% of the study score and an external examination worth 40% of the
study score.
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Special Comments:

These mathematics units are designed for students who seek to
improve their numeracy skills. Students who are completing the
Vocational Major will be required to successfully complete at least two
units of VCE Foundation Maths or VCE General Maths.
VCE Foundation Maths 1&2 or VCE General Maths 1&2 are a
prerequisite for VCE Foundation Maths units 3&4.

These units lead to:

Improved personal and workplace numeracy skills. VCE Foundation
Mathematics is not recognised as a prerequisite for university courses
which require mathematics. Students who require a mathematics
prerequisite for university should complete VCE General Mathematics.

For further information, see:

Mr Truscott or Ms Chapman

VCE GENERAL MATHS
This subject should be chosen by students with reasonable maths skills who have consistently achieved at
level or above in Year 10. These two units are designed for students selecting only one Mathematics subject
at Year 11. For students wishing to continue studying Mathematics in Year 12, General Maths Unit 1 & 2
lead to Further Maths Unit 3 & 4 in Year 12.
MA071

Unit 1

MA072

Unit 2

General Mathematics provides for different combinations of student interests and preparation for the study of
VCE Mathematics at Unit 3 and 4 level. The areas of study for General Mathematics Unit 1 and Unit 2 are:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Algebra and structure: In this area of study students cover representation and manipulation of linear
relations and equations, including simultaneous linear equations, and their applications in a range of
contexts
Arithmetic and number: In this area of study students cover mental, by-hand and technology assisted
computation with rational numbers, practical arithmetic and financial arithmetic, including estimation,
the order of magnitude and accuracy
Discrete mathematics: In this area of study students cover matrices, graphs and networks, and
number patterns and recursion, and their use to model practical situations and solve a range of related
problems
Geometry, measurement and trigonometry: In this area of study students cover shape, measurement
and trigonometry and their application to formulating and solving two- and three-dimensional problems
involving length, angle, area and surface area, volume and capacity, and similarity and the application
of linear scale factors to measurement
Graphs of linear and nonlinear relations: In this area study students cover continuous models involving
linear and nonlinear relations and their graphs, linear inequalities and programming, and variation
Statistics: In this area of study students cover representing, analysing and comparing data
distributions and investigating relationships between two numerical variables, including an introduction
to correlation.

Special Comments:

These two units (1 & 2) are designed for students who wish to go on
to Further Maths in Year 12. It may also be in preparation for some
VET Programs. A CAS calculator is essential for outcomes in this
subject.

These units lead to:

Further Maths, TAFE courses, Traineeships, Apprenticeships.

For further information, see:

Mr Kilfoyle, Mr Kolsch, Mr Truscott, Mrs Grills or Mrs Grover
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VCE MATHEMATICAL METHODS
Mathematical Methods should be chosen by students who have a high level of maths ability.

Mathematical Methods Units 1 and 2 provide an introductory study of simple elementary functions of a single
real variable, algebra, calculus, probability and statistics and their applications in a variety of practical and
theoretical contexts. They are designed as preparation for Mathematical Methods Units 3 and 4 and contain
assumed knowledge and skills for these units.
MA111

Unit 1

This unit involves the studies of:
•

•
•

•

Functions & Graphs: - In this area of study students cover the graphical representation of simple
algebraic functions (polynomial and power functions) of a single real variable and the key features of
functions and their graphs such as axis intercepts, domain (including the concept of maximal, natural
or implied domain), codomain and range, stationary points, asymptotic behaviour and symmetry. The
behaviour of functions and their graphs is explored in a variety of modelling contexts and theoretical
investigations
Algebra: - In Unit 1 the focus is on the algebra of polynomial functions of low degree and
transformations of the plane
Calculus (Rates of change): - In this area of study students cover constant and average rates of
change and an introduction to the instantaneous rate of change of a function in familiar contexts,
including graphical and numerical approaches to estimating and approximating these rates of change
Probability and Statistics: - In this area of study students cover the concepts of event, frequency,
probability and representation of finite sample spaces and events using various forms such as lists,
grids, Venn diagrams, karnaugh maps, tables and tree diagrams. This includes consideration of
impossible, certain, complementary, mutually exclusive, conditional and independent events involving
one, two or three events (as applicable), including rules for computation of probabilities for compound
events

MA112

Unit 2

This unit involves the studies of:
•

•
•

•

Functions and Graphs: - In this area of study students cover graphical representation of functions of a
single real variable and the key features of graphs of functions such as axis intercepts, domain
(including maximal, natural or implied domain), codomain and range, asymptotic behaviour, periodicity
and symmetry
Algebra: - In Unit 2 the focus is on the algebra of some simple transcendental functions and
transformations of the plane
Calculus: - In this area of study students cover the first principles approach to differentiation,
differentiation and antidifferentiation of polynomial functions and power functions by rule, and related
applications including the analysis of graphs
Probability and statistics: - In this area of study students cover introductory counting principles and
techniques and their application to probability and the law of total probability in the case of two events

MA113

Unit 3

MA114

Unit 4

This unit involves the studies of:
•

Functions and graphs: - In this area of study students cover transformations of the plane and the
behaviour of some elementary functions of a single real variable, including key features of their graphs
such as axis intercepts, stationary points, points of inflection, domain (including maximal, implied or
natural domain), codomain and range, asymptotic behaviour and symmetry. The behaviour of these
functions and their graphs is to be linked to applications in practical situations
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•

Calculus: - In this area of study students cover graphical treatment of limits, continuity and
differentiability of functions of a single real variable, and differentiation, antidifferentiation and
integration of these functions. This material is to be linked to applications in practical situations

•

Algebra: - In this area of study students cover the algebra of functions, including the composition of
functions, simple functional relations, inverse functions and the solution of equations. They also study
the identification of appropriate solution processes for solving equations, and systems of simultaneous
equations, presented in various forms. Students also cover recognition of equations and systems of
equations that are solvable using inverse operations or factorisation, and the use of graphical and
numerical approaches to problems involving equations where exact value solutions are not required or
which are not solvable by other methods. This content is to be incorporated as applicable to the other
areas of study

•

Probability and statistics: - In this area of study students cover discrete and continuous random
variables, their representation using tables, probability functions (specified by rule and defining
parameters as appropriate); the calculation and interpretation of central measures and measures of
spread; and statistical inference for sample proportions. The focus is on understanding the notion of a
random variable, related parameters, properties and application and interpretation in context for a
given probability distribution.

Special Comments:

Maths Methods 1 & 2 are required for any student wishing to study
Maths Methods and/or Specialist Maths Units 3 & 4. This is a study of
mathematics for students with a solid understanding of algebra and
well-developed skills.

These units lead to:

Science, Engineering.

For further information, see:

Mr Kilfoyle or Mr D’Offay
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VCE SCIENCE
VCE BIOLOGY
BI011

Unit 1 (How Do Living Things Stay Alive?)

In this unit, students examine the cell as the structural and functional unit of life, from the single celled to the
multicellular organism. They analyse the type of adaptations that enhance the organism’s survival in a
particular environment and consider the role homeostatic mechanisms play in maintaining the internal
environment.
BI022

Unit 2 (How is Continuity of Life Maintained?)

In this unit, students compare the advantages and disadvantages of asexual and sexual reproduction.
Students examine the main events of the cell cycle in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Students apply an
understanding of genetics to describe patterns of inheritance, analyse pedigree charts, predict outcomes of
genetic crosses and identify the implications of the uses of genetic screening and decision making related to
inheritance.
BI033

Unit 3 (How Do Cells Maintain Life?)

In this unit, students investigate the workings of the cell from several perspectives. They examine several
cellular processes and focus on the cell as a complex chemical system. Students will also learn how cells
receive specific signals that elicit a particular response.
BI034

Unit 4 (How Does Life Change and Respond to Challenges Over Time?)

In this unit, students consider the continual change and challenges to which life on Earth has been
subjected. Students will focus on changes to the genetic material over time and the evidence for biological
evolution. Students will examine the impact of human culture and technological applications on biological
processes.
Special Comments:

Undertake this course if you are interested in how living things work:
the natural environment, interactions between living things, how our
body systems work, cells, the molecules of life, disease, heredity,
genetic engineering, and how organisms evolved.

These units lead to:

Medical and allied health care, food technology, sport, conservation,
research science.

For further information, see:

Year 11 Ms Pacito or Year 12 Mrs Normington
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VCE CHEMISTRY

CH011

Unit 1 (How can the diversity of materials be explained?)

In this unit students investigate the chemical structures and properties of a range of materials, including
covalent compounds, metals, ionic compounds and polymers. They are introduced to ways that chemical
quantities are measured. They consider how manufacturing innovations lead to more sustainable products
being produced for society through the use of renewable raw materials and a transition from a linear
economy towards a circular economy.
Students conduct practical investigations involving the reactivity series of metals, separation of mixtures by
chromatography, use of precipitation reactions to identify ionic compounds, determination of empirical
formulas, and synthesis of polymers. Students undertake a research investigation into the sustainable
production or use of a selected material.

CH022

Unit 2 (How do chemical reactions shape the natural world?)

In this unit students analyse and compare different substances dissolved in water and the gases that may be
produced in chemical reactions. They explore applications of acid-base and redox reactions in society.
Students conduct practical investigations involving the specific heat capacity of water, acid-base and redox
reactions, solubility, molar volume of a gas, volumetric analysis, and the use of a calibration curve.
Students undertake an investigation involves the generation of primary data and is related to the production
of gases, acid-base or redox reactions, or the analysis of substances in water.
.
CH033

Unit 3 (How can Chemical Processes be Designed to Optimise Efficiency?)

In Unit 3, students explore energy options and the chemical production of materials with reference to
efficiencies, renewability and the minimisation of their impact on the environment. They compare and
evaluate different chemical energy resources, as well as investigating the combustion of fuels, including the
energy transformations involved, the use of stoichiometry to calculate the amounts of reactants and products
involved in the reactions, and calculations of the amounts of energy.
Students consider the purpose, design and operating principles of galvanic cells, fuel cells and electrolytic
cells and analyse manufacturing processes with reference to factors that influence their reaction rates and
extent.
CH034

Unit 4 (How are Organic Compounds Categorised, Analysed and Used?)

In Unit 4, students study the ways in which organic structures are represented and named. They process
data from instrumental analyses of organic compounds to confirm or deduce organic structures and perform
volumetric analyses to determine the concentrations of organic chemicals in mixtures.
They consider the nature of the reactions involved to predict the products of reaction pathways and to design
pathways to produce particular compounds, including key food molecules from given starting materials.
In this context, the role of enzymes and coenzymes in facilitating chemical reactions is explored.
Special Comments:

Units 1 & 2 are strongly recommended for Units 3 & 4. A strong
background in Mathematics is also needed.

These units lead to:

Sciences, engineering, health, and nursing.

For further information, see:

Year 11 Ms Gopal or Year 12 Ms Killen
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VCE PHYSICS
PH011

Unit 1(How is energy useful to society?)

In this unit students examine some of the fundamental ideas and models used by physicists in an attempt to
understand and explain energy. Models used to understand light, thermal energy, radioactivity, nuclear
processes and electricity are explored. Students apply these physics ideas to contemporary societal issues:
communication, climate change and global warming, medical treatment, electrical home safety and
Australian energy needs.
PH022

Unit 2 (How does physics help us to understand the world?)

In this unit, students describe and analyse graphically, numerically and algebraically the energy and motion
of an object, using specific physics terminology and conventions. They consider the effects of balanced and
unbalanced forces on motion and investigate the translational and rotational forces on static structures.
Students apply mathematical models during experimental investigations of motion, and apply their
understanding of motion and force through a case study.
Students then go on to develop a deeper understanding of an area of interest within diverse areas of
physics. They select from eighteen options, explore the related physics and use this physics to form a
stance, opinion or solution to a contemporary societal issue or application. In their explorations, a range of
investigation methodologies may be used by students.
PH033

Unit 3 (How Do Fields Explain Motion and Electricity?)

In this unit students explore the importance of energy in explaining and describing the physical world. They
examine the production of electricity and its delivery to homes. Students consider the field model as a
construct that has enabled an understanding of why objects move when they are not apparently in contact
with other objects. Applications of concepts related to fields include the transmission of electricity over large
distances and the design and operation of particle accelerators. They explore the interactions, effects and
applications of gravitational, electric and magnetic fields. Students use Newton’s laws to investigate motion
in one and two dimensions, and are introduced to Einstein’s theories to explain the motion of very fast
objects. They consider how developing technologies can challenge existing explanations of the physical
world, requiring a review of conceptual models and theories.
PH034

Unit 4 (How Can Two Contradictory Models Explain Both Light and Matter?)

In this unit, students explore the use of wave and particle theories to model the properties of light and matter.
They examine how the concept of the wave is used to explain the nature of light and explore its limitations in
describing light behaviour. Students further investigate light by using a particle model to explain its
behaviour. A wave model is also used to explain the behaviour of matter which enables students to consider
the relationship between light and matter. Students learn to think beyond the concepts experienced in
everyday life to study the physical world from a new perspective.
Special Comments:

Students should have good maths skills and problem-solving abilities

These units lead to:

Physics, Medicine, Human Movement, Architecture, Engineering,
Electronics, Robotics, Earth Science, Aviation.

For further information, see:

Ms Gopal
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VCE PSYCHOLOGY
PY011

Unit 1 How are Behaviour and Mental Processes Shaped?

In this unit students explore the following key questions: What influences psychological development? How
are mental processes and behaviour influenced by the brain? How does contemporary psychology conduct
and validate psychological research? Assessment of the unit involves a variety of tasks such as analysis of
case studies, data analysis, the keeping of an annotated logbook and responses to a psychological issue or
ethical dilemma.
PY022

Unit 2 How Do External Factors Influence Behaviour and Mental Processes?

In Unit 2, students investigate the following: How are people influenced to behave in certain ways? What
influences a person’s perception of the world? How do scientific investigations develop understanding of
influences on perception and behaviour? Students will complete a variety of assessment tasks, including
analysis and evaluation of an experiment or case study, a data analysis of generated primary and/or collated
secondary data, an annotated logbook and problem-solving activities.
PY033

Unit 3 How Does Experience Affect Behaviour and Mental Processes?

During Unit 3, students will focus on two main ideas: How does the nervous system enable psychological
functioning? How do people learn and remember? Assessment of this unit will consist of two class based
tasks and the end of year examination.
PY034

Unit 4 How is Well-being Developed and Maintained?

During Unit 4 the focus is on the development and maintenance of mental health and well-being. Students
will explore states of consciousness, with an emphasis on the importance of sleep. Also included in this unit
is the study of factors which contribute to the development and progression of mental disorders and the
explanation of mental illness according to the biopsychosocial model. Assessment includes three class
based tasks and an end of year examination.
Special Comments:

Good reading and writing skills are an advantage. The use of some
mathematics (in particular statistics) is involved in this subject.

These units lead to:

Nursing, teaching, childcare, police work, advertising, social work and other
careers involving working with people.
Ms Gladman-Nuske, Ms Garcia, Ms Russell

For further information see:
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VCE TECHNOLOGY
VCE COMPUTING (SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT)
IT011

Unit 1 (Applied Computing)

In this unit students are introduced to the stages of the problem-solving methodology. Students focus on how
data can be used within software tools such as databases and spreadsheets to create data visualizations,
and the use of programming languages to develop working software solutions. As an introduction to data
analytics, students respond to a teacher-provided analysis of requirements and designs to identify and
collect data in order to present their findings as data visualisations. They present work that includes
database, spreadsheet and data visualisations solutions. Students also select and use a programming
language to create a working software solution. Students prepare, document and monitor project plans and
engage in all stages of the problem-solving methodology.
IT012

Unit 2 (Applied Computing)

In this unit students focus on developing innovative solutions to needs or opportunities that they have
identified and propose strategies for reducing security risks to data and information in a networked
environment. Students work collaboratively and select a topic for further study to create an innovative
solution in an area of interest. The innovative solution can be presented as a proof of concept, a prototype or
a product. Students engage in all areas of the problem-solving methodology. As an introduction to
cybersecurity, students investigate networks and the threats, vulnerabilities and risks to data and
information. They propose strategies to protect the data accessed using a network.
IT033

Unit 3 (Software Development)

In this unit students apply the problem-solving methodology to develop working software modules using a
programming language. Students develop an understanding of the analysis, design and development stages
of the problem-solving methodology. Students respond to teacher-provided solution requirements and
designs and develop a set of working modules through the use of a programming language. Students
examine a simple software requirements specification and a range of software design tools in order to apply
specific processing features of a programming language to create working modules. Students also analyse a
need or opportunity, select an appropriate development model, prepare a project plan, develop a software
requirements specification and design a software solution. This forms the first part of the School-assessed
Task (SAT) that is completed in Unit 4.
IT034

Unit 4 (Software Development)

In this unit students focus on how the information needs of individuals and organisations are met through the
creation of software solutions. They consider the risks to software and data during the software development
process, as well as throughout the use of the software solution by an organisation. Students apply the
problem-solving stages of development and evaluation to develop their preferred design prepared in Unit 3,
into a software solution and evaluate the solution, chosen development model and project plan. This forms
the second part of the School-assessed Task (SAT). Students also examine the security practices of an
organisation and the risks to software and data during the development and use of the software solutions.
Students evaluate the current security practices and develop a risk management plan.
Special Comments:

Units 1 & 2 are advantageous, but not essential, for Units 3 & 4.

These units lead to:

Information Technology is found in the majority of VCE program
outlines and leads to most tertiary and career paths.

For further information, see:

Mr Hobbs
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VCE FOOD STUDIES
FY011

Unit 1 (Food Origins)

In this unit students focus on food from historical and cultural perspectives and investigate the origins and
roles of food through time and across the world.
In Area of Study 1 students explore how humans have historically sourced their food, examining the
general progression from hunter-gatherer to rural-based agriculture, to today’s urban living and global trade
in food. Students consider the origins and significance of food through inquiry into one particular foodproducing region of the world.
In Area of Study 2 students focus on Australia. They look at Australian indigenous food prior to European
settlement and how food patterns have changed since, particularly through the influence of food
production, processing and manufacturing industries and immigration. Students investigate cuisines that
are part of Australia’s culinary identity today and reflect on the concept of an Australian cuisine.
Students consider the influence of innovations, technologies, and globalisation on food patterns.
Throughout this unit they complete topical and contemporary practical activities to enhance, demonstrate
and share their learning with others.
FY022

Unit 2 (Food Makers)

In this unit students investigate food systems in contemporary Australia.
Area of Study 1 focuses on commercial food production industries, while Area of Study 2 looks at food
production in domestic and small-scale settings, as both a comparison and complement to commercial
production. Students gain insight into the significance of food industries to the Australian economy and
investigate the capacity of industry to provide safe, high-quality food that meets the needs of consumers.
Students use practical skills and knowledge to produce foods and consider a range of evaluation measures
to compare their foods to commercial products. They consider the effective provision and preparation of
food in the home, and analyse the benefits and challenges of developing and using practical food skills in
daily life. In demonstrating their practical skills, students design new food products and adapt recipes to suit
particular needs and circumstances. They consider the possible extension of their role as small-scale food
producers by exploring potential entrepreneurial opportunities.
FY033

Unit 2 (Food in Daily Life)

In this unit students investigate the many roles and everyday influences of food. Area of Study 1 explores the
science of food: our physical need for it and how it nourishes and sometimes harms our bodies. Students
investigate the science of food appreciation, the physiology of eating and digestion, and the role of diet on
gut health. They analyse the scientific evidence, including nutritional rationale, behind the healthy eating
recommendations of the Australian Dietary Guidelines and the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating (see
www.eatforhealth.gov.au), and develop their understanding of diverse nutrient requirements.
Area of Study 2 focuses on influences on food choices: how communities, families and individuals change
their eating patterns over time and how our food values and behaviours develop within social environments.
Students inquire into the role of food in shaping and expressing identity and connectedness, and the ways in
which food information can be filtered and manipulated. They investigate behavioural principles that assist in
the establishment of lifelong, healthy dietary patterns.
Practical activities enable students to understand how to plan and prepare food to cater for various dietary
needs through the production of everyday food that facilitates the establishment of nutritious and sustainable
meal patterns.
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FY034

Unit 4 (Food Issues, Challenges and Futures)

In this unit students examine debates about Australia’s food systems as part of the global food systems and
describe key issues relating to the challenge of adequately feeding a rising world population.
In Area of Study 1 students focus on individual responses to food information and misinformation and the
development of food knowledge, skills and habits to empower consumers to make discerning food choices.
They also consider the relationship between food security, food sovereignty and food citizenship. Students
consider how to assess information and draw evidence-based conclusions, and apply this methodology to
navigate contemporary food fads, trends and diets. They practise and improve their food selection skills by
interpreting food labels and analysing the marketing terms used on food packaging.
In Area of Study 2 students focus on issues about the environment, climate, ecology, ethics, farming
practices, including the use and management of water and land, the development and application of
innovations and technologies, and the challenges of food security, food sovereignty, food safety and food
wastage. They research a selected topic, seeking clarity on current situations and points of view, considering
solutions and analysing work undertaken to solve problems and support sustainable futures. The focus of
this unit is on food issues, challenges and futures in Australia.
Practical activities provide students with opportunities to apply their responses to environmental and ethical
food issues, reflect on healthy eating recommendations of the Australian Dietary Guidelines and the
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating, and consider how food selections and food choices can optimise human
and planetary health.
These units lead to:

The hospitality industry, hotel management and TAFE courses in
hospitality and catering, food styling, food technology, dietetics,
childcare, health promotions.

For further information, see:

Ms Talbot or Mrs Green
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VCE PRODUCT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY - WOOD
DT011

Unit 1 Sustainable Product Redevelopment

This unit focuses on the analysis, modification and improvement of a product design with consideration of
Sustainability It is common for designers in Australia to use products from overseas as inspiration when
redeveloping products for the domestic market. Sustainable redevelopment refers to designers and makers
ensuring products serve social, economic and environmental needs. Generating economic growth for design
and manufacturing in Australia can begin with developing existing products so they have positive social and
minimal environmental impact. In this unit students examine claims of sustainable practices by designers.
Students consider the sustainability of an existing product, such as the impact of sourcing materials,
manufacture, distribution, use and likely disposal. They consider how a redeveloped product should attempt
to solve a problem related to the original product. Where possible, materials and manufacturing processes
used should be carefully selected to improve the overall sustainability of the redeveloped product.
DT022

Unit 2 Collaborative Design

In this unit students work in teams to design and develop an item in a product range or contribute to the
design, planning and production of a group product. They focus on factors including end-user/s’ needs and
wants; function, purpose and context for product design; aesthetics; materials and sustainability; and the
impact of these factors on a design solution. Teamwork encourages communication between students and
mirrors professional design practice where designers often work within a multi-disciplinary team to develop
solutions to design problems. Students also use digital technologies to facilitate teams to work collaboratively
online. In this unit students gain inspiration from an historical or a contemporary design movement or style
and its defining factors such as ideological or technological change, philosophy or aesthetics.
DT033

Unit 3 Applying the Product Design Process

In this unit students are engaged in the design and development of a product that addresses a personal,
local, or global problem (such as humanitarian issues), or that meets the needs and wants of a potential enduser/s. The product is developed through a design process and is influenced by a range of factors including
the purpose, function and context of the product; user-centred design; innovation and creativity; design
elements and principles; sustainability concerns; economic limitations; legal responsibilities; material
characteristics and properties; and technology. Design and product development and manufacture occur in a
range of settings. An industrial setting provides a marked contrast to that of a one-off situation in a small
cottage industry or a school setting. Although a product design process may vary in complexity or order, it is
central to all of these situations regardless of the scale or context. This unit examines different settings and
takes students through the product design process as they design for an end-user/s. Students identify
methods which could be used in a low-volume or mass/high-volume production setting to manufacture a
similar product to their design. In the initial stage of the product design process a design brief is prepared,
outlining the context or situation around the design problem and describing the needs and requirements in
the form of constraints or considerations.
DT034

Unit 4 Product Development and Evaluation

In this unit students engage with an end-user/s to gain feedback throughout the process of production.
Students make comparisons between similar products to help evaluate the success of a product in relation to
a range of product design factors. The environmental, economic and social impact of products throughout
their life cycle can be analysed and evaluated with reference to the product design factors.
Special Comments:

Students will use a variety of equipment and materials to complete
their production requirement.

These units lead to:

University Design Courses, Apprenticeships, TAFE courses.

For further information, see:

Mr Simondson
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GLOSSARY OF SENIOR SCHOOL TERMS
Assessment Tasks
These are graded activities, which are part of the regular teaching and learning program completed mainly
during class time, and may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data analyses
Presentations – multimedia
Media analyses
Lab work
Reports - written and oral
Case study analyses
Structured questions

ATAR
Australian Tertiary Admission Rank. ATARs are only determined for students who have been successful in
their VCE studies. Students receive a score out of 100 based on their VCE study scores in English (English
Language or English Literature) and at least three other studies in an allowable combination. There is an
increment allowed for a fifth and sixth study. The ATAR is used in the selection process for tertiary study at
University and/or TAFE.

GAT: General Achievement Test
This test is done by all students doing a Unit 3 and 4 sequence. It is used by the VCAA to check that
schools are marking School-Assessed Tasks to the same standard and as part of statistical moderation of
coursework. It may also be used to help determine a derived score for exams under Special Provision.

Learning Activities
Students take part in learning activities that enable them to develop skills and knowledge identified in the
outcomes. Learning activities may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Group discussion
Investigations
Surveys
Use of role play
Using ICT

Learning Outcomes
These state what students are expected to know and do as a result of their learning. There are key
knowledge and skills listed for each outcome within the VCAA Study Design for each subject.

Learning Technologies
Students are encouraged to make use of applications of information technology such as computer-based
learning, multimedia and the internet. Bring their own device (BYOD) to school will assist this greatly.

Pre-requisite Studies
Entry into most Tertiary Courses requires the satisfactory completion of VCE and this entails the satisfactory
completion of Units 3 and 4 English/English Language/English Literature studies. You should check
requirements as outlined previously.

Recommended Subjects
Some tertiary institutions may use these to adjust ATAR scores for middle-band selection.
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SAC (school-assessed coursework)
This is the term used for tasks which are assessed at school. The assessment grade is reported as a grade
for either a Unit 3 and 4 sequence or Unit 3 and Unit 4 individually. Coursework assessment consists of a
set of assessment tasks that assess students’ achievement of Unit 3 and 4 outcomes.

SAT (school-assessed task)
This is the term used for tasks which are set by the VCAA and assessed by teachers in accordance with
published criteria. Tasks are subject to review by a panel appointed by the VCAA. This school-based
assessment is reported as a grade for a Unit 3 and 4 sequence.

Satisfactory Completion
The award of satisfactory completion (S) for a unit is based on a decision that the student has demonstrated
achievement of a set of outcomes specified for the unit and met the Geelong High School VCE Attendance
Policy.

Scaling
A statistical process used by VTAC to adjust scores for based on the level of competition in a particular
subject. These can change each year.

School-Based Apprenticeships and Traineeship (SBAT)
A part-time apprenticeship/traineeship that is incorporated into a normal school program.

Sequence
The combination of Units 3 & 4 in the same study/subject.

Special Provision
Arrangements that are made to allow students who are experiencing significant hardship to achieve the
learning outcomes and demonstrate their learning and achievement.

Statistical Moderation
The process used to ensure that school assessments are comparable throughout the State. It involves
adjusting each school’s School-Assessed Coursework scores for each study to match the level and spread
of the external reference scores (GAT and examinations) for the students enrolled in that study.

Study Score (relative position)
A score from one to fifty which shows how a student performed in a study, relative to all other Victorian
students doing that same study. It is based on results in school assessments and examinations.

TAFE
Technical and Further Education.

Unit
A self-contained study of one semester in length.

Units 1 and 2
The first two units of a study. Usually associated with Year 11.
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Units 3 and 4
The second 2 units of a study. Must be done as a sequence. Usually associated with Year 12.

VCAA
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority. The controlling body for the VCE.

VCE
Victorian Certificate of Education.

VCE Vocational Major
Victorian Certificate of Education Vocational Major

VET
Vocational Education and Training.
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APPENDIX
All these forms are available on your Compass Account, under School Resources.
CLICK ON THE LINK BELOW FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
FURTHER VCE INFORMATION
DESIGNING MY SENIOR SCHOOL STUDIES.pdf
THIS IS HOW VET IS DIFFERENT.pdf
VCE-VET PROGRAM CHART.pdf
VETDSS GUIDE 2023.pdf
WHAT CAN I GET FROM MY VET.pdf
YEAR 10 STUDY OPTIONS VCE.pdf
YEAR 9 ACCELERATED VCE APPLICATION FORM
APPLICATION FORMS FOR VET AND SBAT
VET APPLICATION FORM 2023
SBAT APPLICATION 2023.pdf
HOME GROUP COURSE COUNSELLING FORMS
YEAR 8 HOME GROUP COURSE COUNSELLING.pdf
YEAR 9 HOME GROUP COURSE COUNSELLING.pdf
YEAR 10 HOME GROUP COURSE COUNSELLING.pdf
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MASTER LIST OF SENIOR YEARS UNITS OFFERED IN 2023
The final program is based on student choice and within constraints of specialist rooms and teacher
availability. It should be noted that some subjects may not be included in the final program if there aren’t
enough students choosing them. Click through to the VCAA Study Design for a complete outline of the
content and assessment of each unit offered.
UNIT NAME

Link to VCAA Study Design

VCE Art Making & Exhibition

Currently being updated by VCAA

VCE Biology

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Business Management

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Chemistry

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Computing

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VET Dance

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Drama

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE English

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE English Literature

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Foods Studies

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Health & Human Development

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE History

CLICK HER FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Legal Studies

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Languages – Japanese

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Foundation Mathematics

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE General Mathematics

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Mathematical Methods

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Media

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VET Music Inquiry

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Music Performance
CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Music Inquiry
VCE Outdoor & Environmental Studies

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Physical Education

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Physics

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Product Design & Technology - Wood

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Psychology

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Theatre Studies

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Visual Communication & Design

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

VCE Vocational Major

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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